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PHOBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Intereste· I tn either of the estates
hereinafter uamed :
At a Probate Court held at Rumfont Falls, In
air! for diet uunty of < >xford. on the thtrd Tues■ ne thousand
day of Vug .In the year of our Lord
nine hundred and three, the following matter
having !«en presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Οκι>κκ£Ι>
That notice thereof be given to all persons Into be
ter*. «te·I. by causing a copy of this order
uuhll-lied three weeks successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
l'art», In ι-aM County, that they may appear at a
Prol ate Court to be held at Paris, on the
th!r.| Tuesday of Sept, A D. l'JUS, at nine ol the
cluck In the forenoou, ami be he^il thereon if

they

w

cause :

S KO. L. M ELLEN late of Paris, deceased ;
tn
w:
petition ior iiiwiw; ukiwi
named.
by lamesS. Wrlgh theexecutortherein
KM MA M. SWIKT late of Parts, deceased;
Swift
petition fur the appointment of Chandler
administrator,

other-ultable person as
presented l»y Chandler Swift, widower.

or ~>me

KI.ORENCE E. NEWMAN, ward; petition
fur license to sell and convey real estate presented by Henry H. Luce, guardian.
HARRIET E. BLAKE late of Dlxfleld, ·!«.
bv
cca<*-l, flret account pre-ented for allowance
ileory C. Smith, trustee
S1M<»X S. SToWELL late of Paris, deceased;
lliial account presented for allowance, also petition for order of distribution of balance remain
In»· In his hands, presented by Jaiue» S. Wright,
administrator.
of said Court.

ADDISON E. HKKK1CK, Judge
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.

Will be sold at Auction, Thursday, Sept. 24, at
the f dlowlng real estate and
ti n o'clock a *
iiers"nal property, situated In the town of
road
leading from IMxileld vilthe
blxiietd. on
lage to Berry's Mille, Carthage, on a part of the
James C. Dan forth farm, so called.
I Birch Saw Mill containing 1 new Bolter, '2
In
Strippers, about a 40 H P. Bol er and Engine
repair, 3 acre· of land, wttti about $1<W
wi rtli of carpeuter's tool·, with many other tool·
too numerous to mention.
U. M IIVKD,
Administrator.

NOTICE.
The subscriber h-reby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the

*UUAB.SEK

K. UIHBS. lateof Porter.
In the County of Oxford, decease·I. and given
All
bonds as the law direct·.
person* having
are
demands against the estate of said deceased
anil
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
to
payare
thereto
all Indebted
requested

Immediately.
August lijtli, IMi.

ment

ΛβΛ
IDWAB1' tlBBs.

NOTICE.
the
In the District Court of the United Slates for
Idstrtct of Malae. In Bankruptcy.
I
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
1I1RAM CLARK.
of Paris, Bankrupt. )
Clerk Id
Hiram
of
creditors
To the
:
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid
da>- of
'22nd
the
on
Notice Ls hereby given that
Hiram Clark
August, A. D. liMJ, the said
the flrst
was iluly adjudicate, bankrupt, anil that
at the
meeting of his creditors will be held
'Jth
Court House, In South Paris, on the
o'clock
10
at
day of Sept., A. D. 1D03,
In the foreuoon, at which time the said
creditor·
may atteud, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examfno the .bankrupt,
»η·ι
transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, August '2tth, 1908.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

J

THE CARL LAMSON
BRANCH

Violin and Piano

School
OF

Norway

and 5outh Paris,

I· now located at POWER*' NEW *Γ·
»«C Ρ » KLOKM opposite DEPOT, SOI ΤΗ
THIK»DAY and
Η tit!·».
PKIIMT «feach week.

WEDNESDAY,

A'lvanced students as well as beginners
taken both privately and In classes.

Children's Class
$6

20 Lessons
wishing
Pupl's
or address,

call

to engage lessons

POWERS' NEW MUSIC PARLORS, opposite Depot. South Paris,
Bo* 335» or Violin School, 514 Con·
gre»s St., Portland, Maine.
CARL
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Unequal 1ml
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they

Livestock.

Physician & Surgeon,
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FOR

the best qualified to make
up a herd that will represent the Jersey
breed in the great dairy demonstration
arranged for the World's Fair at St.
Louis in 1004 by F. D. Coburn, Chief of

Hours—» to 12—1 to i.

office

FROM THK

ΤΒΑΙΝΙΝΟ

The most valuable herd of Jersey cattle ever assembled at any one point may
be seen on a model farm at Jerseyville,
Jersey County, 111. The worth of this
herd can only be approximated, for the
cattle are not for sale. An offer of $13,000 for a single member was promptly
declined, ami not an animal would bring
less than $500 if placed on the market

cause

MAINK.

NORWAY.

JJOKATIO

IN

The cows are the property of individual members of the American Jersey
Cattle Club, and they are assembled be-

Dentist,

Office

SELECTED

to-day.

JONKS,

Κ. II. p.

H EH I)

Jerseys.

LOt'IS FAIR.

MAINK.

Kl'MroRD FALLS,
Special Collection Department.
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ipBKK
Attorneys and Counsellor* at Law,
A

Best

Auctioneer,

Licensed

LAMSON, Director.
SJOHOLM. Manager.
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and attention are
being given these cattle. No athlete
trained for an event requiring the development of streugth, endurance and
skill ever received more attention than
is being bestowed on these full blood
Jerseys. When the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition opens its gates on April 30,
next year, the herd will have been in
constant training for a full year and
will be in the pink of condition.
Twenty-five cows will participate in
the test at the World's Fair, and fifteen
cows are held in reserve, to be substituted should occasion require. Groat caution and judgment were exercised in the
selection of these candidates. The committee was free to select from any of the
two hundred and fifty thousand registered Jerseys in America, and the animals
thus come from all sections of the United
States.
The owners of the cattle are prosperous, and they and the Jersey Club to
which they belong determined to spare
no expense in making a perfect showing.
The cows selected from widely separated
points, some coming from Maiue and
some from Oregon, some from the North
and others from the South, could not
give satisfactory results until they were
accustomed to the St. Louis climate, so
a point near St. Louis wax desired for
assembling the herd, aud as A. O. Auten,
of Evanston, 111., a member of the club,
tendered the use gratuitously of his
four hundred acre farm on tho outskirts
of Jerseyville, his proposition was accare

cepted.

This farm, forty miles from St. Louis,
and one of the best in Illinois, has been
pronounced ideal for the purpose, and
there the work of getting the Jerseys in
condition is going forward.
C. T. Graves, of Mail land. Mo., a well
kuowu breeder of Jersey cattle, and an
expert on all matters pertaining to the
dairy, was selected to take charge of
operations, and with his family he moved
to Jerseyville early in 190o and began
the interesting work. It was planued to
coustruct on Mr. Auten's farm a model
dairy and accessories, and under Mr.
Graves's personal directiou this has
been done.
f irst ne

uesigneu

» cow

muuic,

muivu

completed early in July, and it is
probable that not another barn in the
world is as complete in every respect as

was

Organized Capital
POSITION WHICH

and Labor.

SHOULD BE

At the meeting of the New York State
Grange recently, an address was given
by Nahum J. Bachelder, Governor of
New Hampshire, in which he eaid:
It is the duty of people engaged in
any industry to promote that industry
by all legitimate and honorable means.
The capitalists of the country have
recognized and acted upon this principle
in every industry in which capital is invested, and so far as combination for
economy of production is concerned,
there is nothing to be said against it;
but when combination of capital goes so
far as arbitrarily to fix prices and rob
the people, under the power given by
combination, it becomes an evil of the
The organization and comworst type.
bination of capital have forced the
organization of labor, and under existing circumstances it is not only the privilege but tho duty of every laboring person to become connected with the organization representing the industry in
which he is engaged. Nothing can be
said against labor unions, so far as they
are kept in their legitimate fields of
action, but when, under unwise leadership or ill advised action, they go so far
us to say to you and me whom we shall
employ and whom we shall not employ,
and prevent their own people from working such hours and at such prices as
their ability and the support of their
families allow and demand.
The farmers represent both capital
and labor in the ownership of farms
and in tlie operation of them, and it is
their duty, above all other things, to
organize for the protection of their capital and labor from any unjust demands
made by the organizations representing
those two great forces; and if they are
wise in the formation and promotion
of their organization they will make it
the power th.it will stand between the
greed of organized capital and the unjust demands of organized labor, for the
protection of the people. No farmers'
organization to-day is to be for a moment
compared with the grange in its comprehensive scope and conservative tendencies. These qualities will yield a power
for good during the next decade heretofore unknown in American history.
Other speakers were Professor L. II.
Bailey, of the State Agricultural College,
at Ithaca, whoso subject was "Agriculture iu the Public School," and exCongressman James Wood, of Mount
Kisco, who spoke on the canal problem.

one.

Tenney,

Oculist,

Will be

at

Exhibition Hall, Nor-

way Fair Ground·, the last two
of the fair.
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TAKEN BY
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us

iv^ciu-

little group of etrnugera, and drew
us fiiially Into that tragic adventure
(if which so much has been said and
The first of those circumwritten.
stances was no doubt my stopping to
with Skitters, B. G. Skitters of

speak

ItulTalo. one day in April last.
Skitters since I have known him has
always been full of enterprise and of
schemes more or less crazy to make
But the spring
a fortune In an hour.
of the Pan-American year, with its
dazzling possibilities, which affected
some stronger heads, seemed utterly to

a head originally none too steady.
When I saw him that morning he was
loitering feverishly on the corner of
Niagara street and Main anil glaring
like a tiger at the crowds which went
There was a feel in the
to and fro.
air of adventure and success, and the
man on the corner seemed to be uiad-

turn

by

it.

"Three good
began to rave.
things gone wrong." said he—"three
elegant. gilt edjje. safe Ideas all gone to
smash in a week!"
"IIow so?" I Inquired.
"Oh. the same old fogies! Men that
1 tried to get interested wouldn't take
'eui up. No more nerve In this town.
But. say. for heaven's sake. If you
real good that's doknow of
lie

anything

In;.'. let me in. will you?"
"Same here." remarked a weary voice
beside us. A youth with a derby hat
on the back of his head and a cigar
had
stump In the corner of his mouth
In his aimless strolling. 1 recojj^

paused

a distant acquaintance,
Bowers, somewhat well
known among the east side gangs.
has imagination and even culti-

nbsed

him as

Ciirloy

Opening of Boston Cattle Market.
The opening of the Brighton and Curley
Watertown cattle markets again to the vates the

without restrictions, is hailed
with satisfaction throughout New England by all hands in any way connected
with the cattle industry. The restriction on trade in stock, amounting in
effect almost to an embargo, in conseof foot-and-mouth
quence of the outbreak
disease, has been a heavy blow to the
stock industry of tho states affected by
the quarantine. It has borne especially
heavy on the state of Maine for the reason that Boston market is, in the nature
of tiade, almost the only outlet for
stock of all kinds raised, grown or fattened in the state and sold therefrom.
With the exeeption of the few fat steers
left over from the sales of last season
movements in cattle in this state have
been almost at a standstill during all
the time Boston market has been closed
tirtinat thom
Vaturallv there has been
un accumulution of cuttle on the farine
that otherwise would have gone to the
market in exchange for needed money.
Fortunately there was plenty of hay to
and
carry this stock through the winter,
enough of early summer pasturage to
keep them along. The cows paid well
for their keep and the heifers and steers
kept up their growing. So far as these
conditions continued farmers bore the
situation as best they were able. When
the parching drought was advancing into June, cutting oft the pasture supply
of feed and every day destroying the
prospect of tho hay "harvest, farmers
could see a possible crisis ahead, and
begun to grow panicky over the situation
and ask what was going to be done with
all this stock on hand. It was for a few
days a critical time. Fortunately, however, the rains came, and now the quarantine is oft and trade will resume its

trade,

Minnesota has a law which provides
The round silo is preferable to the for a tine of 910 against every farmer
smaller ones are who allows wild mustard to
square one. And two
go to seed
the
better tlian one large one when
on his farm.
summer
feeding.
ensilage is needed for
A less quantity is exposed.
Use only the best cement and sharp
sand for cement doors, two parts sand
can
they
say
Some good beekeepers
and one of cement.
more honey in a term of five years
get
if swarming is not allowed. Others say
England did not raise as much wheat
it is not profitable to prevent swarming
last year as did the two Dakotaa.
when working for oomb honey.

T~r

1 made the suitable
muses.
introductions and happened to remark:
"Mr. Skitters here Is interested In
some Pan-American enterprises."
"Not now." he answered darkly. "1
wouldn't touch such wildcat schemes.
Haven't the time anyway; too busy."
ills mood had changed, and he eyed
with a certain pitying melancholy the
that went past us. ephemera Is

Itoopie

of the hour.
"Look at 'em." said he. "and every
other one has got some kind of a bee
side
bu.using r-s'aurants. notions and
show f:;kes. anything, anything to coax
They'd
a dollar out of the poor visitor.
better get on to one of the big yellow
and
cars and go dowu to Niagara falls

float over."
Young Bowers had moved leisurely
remark he half
away. At this casual
turned round and said. "I know of a
feller in this town who says he can do
the trick."
"1>υ wlintV" asked Skitters. "What's
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to the edge of
our push, nn' lie's η sort of a queer feller. always doin' things thnt others
won't, innkin' long swims an' dives,
elevators.
you know, un' jumpln' off'u
\\'«»ll, one duy he had some kind of job
down nt Niagara falls, an' when It was
done he went over nn' looked at the
pluce an' asked questions about logs
that had went over, an' Graham's barrel an' so forth. He's been down there
no Kind 01

or, a

deued

Wi,c°*

Wflooai
Copyright, 190B, by Mortimer Ο.
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It is a square, with stable
wings on the north and west. The north
wing has stalls for twenty-four cows,
and the west wing has stalls for twelve
cows and six roomy box stalls.
The barn and stables are marvels of
convenience ami cleanliness. Λ η electric plant iu a separate building furnishes
light and power. The numerous
windows are perfectly screened and
mauy electric fans keep the air in constant motion. There are no unpleasant
odors, and the stalls extend the full
length of the wings. The cows are so
placed that their heads are at the rows
of windows, and the air they breathe is
always pure and fresh. The tloors are
all concrete. Between the rows of cows
at their rear is a granitoid passage way,
affording the cows' caretakers plenty of wonted channels. no
There has been
complaint on the
room to work at feeding and milking
part of furmers over the damaging retime.
the
The mangers are also of coucrete, and strictions to trade occasioned by
They hâve acare different from anything ever before government quarantine.
of the authoridesigned. The walls slope toward the quiesced in the decision
be stamped
cow's head, and while the tendency is ties that the disease must
the
for the animal to push the food away out at whatever cost, and that
less would be
from her, the sloping walls bring it right quicker it was done the
to
the
back. A gate is at the cow's head. It the cost to the cattle industry and
is so arrauged that it may be put for- people in the end.
But the restrictions on trade have left
ward or back so as to fit the cow's length
of
aud keep her rear hoofs on the edge of their murk. In the one direction
of its
the tioor of the stall, adjoining which is money alone, to show the extent
A chain at the back passes bearing on the farmers of thie state one
a gutter.
under the hollow of the cow's rear legs, has only to look over for a few weeks
cattle market reports in the
preventing her from stepping into the the Boston
the Farmer to see that in the
gutter, which slopes toward the centre. tiles of
On the Jersey farm there is a cream- time the quarantine has been on, the
of loss to the cattle trade of Maine has
ery aud many other conveniences, all
is
which will be duplicated or improved mounted up to a large sum. But this
Thousands of veals
are by no means all.
upon wheu the World's Fair stables
that should have been raised to come
erected for the final test.
Iu all former dairy tests at international up into the places of mature cattle sold
and are
expositions the stables have not been oft have gone to the slaughter
fif- lost to the industry. Then further than
open to the public. At St. Louis a
for
time
teen foot promenade exteuds around the these losses, it will take a long
its former
barn, and the visitor may see every cow trade to get settled back into
that
and observe the feeding and milking. channels of activity. It is feared
A screen protects the animals, behind in some respects it never will. Of this,
which no one save the attendants can go. however, time alone can show. For the
Every ounce of food aud water given present it is enough for congratulations
the stock
each cow will be carefully weighed aud that a disease so damaging to
industry has been completely and so
a record kept.
is
A huge silo will be built adjoining promptly cleaned out, and that trade
the stables. A field of twenty acres of again at liberty to resume its needed
corn is now growiug near Clayton, and channels.—Maine Farmer.
this will be stored in the great silo for
food next summer. Alfalfa will also be
How the Dust-Mulch Acts.
brought from Colorado.
When Secretary of Agriculture James
All feeding and milking will be done Wilson was in Salt Lake City he told of
in the stables. The milk will be turned an incident in his personal experience
over to the Dairy Department aud, in a
that perfectly illustrates the value of a
model dairy in the Palace of Agriculture, dust-mulch in conserving soil moisture.
it will be converted into butter and Mr. Wilson said:
cheese and a careful record of each
"We have invited tho young women of
cow's participation in the test will be the normal school in Washington to
kept.
come twice each week to the greenWith the herd will be Flying Fox, tjie houses at the department of agriculture
Thomas
owned
by
famous Jersey bull,
to study plant life and soil physics.
W. Lawson, of Boston. Mr. I>awson reone of these visits I happened to
for the During
of
offer
an
$15,000
refused
cently
drop into the greenhouse and was at
bull.
once besieged to explain what the young
Among the prominent Jersey cattle woman of the class called a 'mystery'.
I.
C.
are
breeders who have made eutries
"Two dower pots of equal size had
Hood, of Lowell, Mass., and (Jeorge been tilled with soil and weighed a few
ibuue
N.
C.—Tr
Vanderbilt, of Biltmore,
days before this visit. The pots had
Farmer.
weighed exactly the same at the start,
but now one was two ounces heavier
Farmers' Race At County Fair.
The young woman
than the other.
Fair
The Orleans County (Vermont)
could not explain the discrepancy, and
farmers'
a
for
'
■
association has arranged
appealed to me to enlighten them.
race and a hitch-up at the fair in Barton I
"Upon examination I found the surthis fall. The former will be fora purse face soil in one of the pots packed and
of -3ό0, conditions the samo as in other cracked open, while in the other pot
races; open to trotters and pacers. there was a layer of fine dust covering
at
the surface. The lesson was not lost
Only farmers owning or cultivating to
least $> acres of land will be allowed
upon the young woman, and they learnmust ed then and there that two ounces more
compete in this race. The horse
be driven by owner or his son. The of water had escaped from the pot that
or
trotters
to
had not the dust surface than from the
hitch-up race will be open
and division of one that had it."
pacers; purse $25, entry
mile
as in other races; one-half
I
purse
heats, best two in three. Purses amountThe corn crop condition is thus sigfor the
offered
been
have
to
#2:270
summed up by the Breeder's
ing
at- niticantly
races and a large number of special
Gazette:
"Throughout most of the
divtractions have been secured. The
nature must deal very lenientcorn-belt,
drawa
ing horses will certainly prove a
ly in the matter of weather if sound
great corn
is cribbed
from the growing
ing card. The horses dive from will
be
which
fields."
height into a large lagoon
in front of the grand stand.
this
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The

tilings

on

lots of times since to poke around,
whenever he had the car fare, an' they
Table
say that he'll set down over
rock an' watch the water an' think for
hours, lie's a sort of a queer feller.
He don't never say much, but I've
heard him say that with some kind of
a rig, a barrel or somethin', he'd try it

"Would be quite a scheme, wouldn't
it'/" said Skitters, and his eye lighted
on
titfuily as it rested for a moment
"What an adone of the yellow ears.
vertisement!" And we talked of some-

claimed.

a

corner

opposite

to

Guggleheimer's

waters pass so quietly and unsuspectingly Into the clutch
Skitters
of the strongest of rivers.
gazed upon this scene with a new ap-

point where those

preciation.

MayB.
Made to Breed
n

gTb^-S
TXlrWV,
in
should
be

witt
Hood Farm Au
It
tboroughlj
tiseptic Breeding Powder.
disinfects, kills all germs, and makes cowi
breed. Also effective where cows are lrreg
ular in coming in season and where the]
do not clean. Does Xt cause straining.
William E. Parke, of West Boylston
Mass., says: "One uf my cows was re
peatedly bred Ineffectually. After treat
ment with Hood Farm Antiseptic Breeding
Powder the first service was successful."

jected

Hood Farm

Antiseptic Breeding

Powder

With full directions, is sold for $1.00. Cat ;
four times larger, 92.60. For sale by F. A
SuçRTX>:rr <4 Co.. South Paris, Me,

Day

the ecene of action, taking measurements and "fixing people." The pneumatic suit had indeed been sent successfully over the Canadian falls. Skitters. I believe, had persuaded certain
men upon that side that the same
thing would merely be done again this
day. Artful stage management and
the gift of gab would make it appear
that a man had been inside the suit

what," he added to Skitters—"you'll
have to get that rubber rig an' send It
I want to see how she
over first.

stands It."
"Oh, yes. of course, of course," Skitters replied. He bad not been looking

this time, and such, truly enough, was
the programme as Skitters planned it
The one element to interfere, the infatuated daring of a man of the old
Germanic war breed. Skitters could not
estimate. "This kind of thing needs a
head like mine to do it" said lie when

he saw me come, and he mopped a
streaming brow, "but It's all figured

out now."

île fell with It through crushing space
and clouds of hllndhi'i vapor.
I arrived upon the stase In time to
Bee, but not to take a part The characters were already grouped for the

play, which might become

Curlcu approached and toadied him.
"We rolled It ofl"n the roof of the
house," said he. "with a boy In It. and
It didn't never hurt hlin."
"That Is pretty Ingenious," I said to
Skitters as we came away, "but to drop
over Nftigara falls in—do you thiuk it
would ever work'/"
"Looks as though it might, anyway,"
he musingly replied, "und that would
do Just as well." from which I guessed
tiiat he had his own Ideas.
Then we two got upon a car and rode
down past Touawanda and the open

country beyond. Presently we caught
sight of the river above Lnsalle, with
its waters moving onward quietly to
their doom, a little restlessly perhnps,
but as Skitters had said. "Who would
ever guess?"
My companion viewed
this scene with complacency, and I listened to a dissertation from his lips on
the utility of Niagara.
"Seems as though somebody wonld
have thought of it before," he ended.

"They
Skitters said complacently.
think this Is genuine. We'll be in the
He turned and
papers tomorrow."
started back to look to his arrangements. for he had a boat all ready on
the lower waters to assist In the deception. Westerman had Instructions to
hurry down along the bank and be
fished out of the stream below, and the
press agent would do the rest.
But Just above the point where one
enters the elevator I met Curley Bow-

dian side and saw there a lonely figure
seated upon a wet rock, staring fixedly
up at the catarmct. Curley approached
and touched him, then, with a graceful
wave of his paw. said, "Let me make
you gents acquainted." and did so.
Westerman was. as I now remember
him, a short and very thickset young
He
man in whom the life lay deep.
appeared to be somewhat stolid, yet at
the same time Interested un·. The cu-

rious. absent look In ills eyes Impressed
then, and he had also an expression which Is. I Ix'Meve. character·
Istie of tlios·.· who love d:irlng ventures.
If you have ever watchrd a man about
to try. say. a high dive you will know
what Westerniau's cotisant maimer
He spoke very little and ap
was.
peared elîlior sullen or shy. hut kept
turning his eyee toward the cataract
me even

you?"

I hung up the receiver and did some
sober thinking. It began to dnwn upon
me all at once that Skitters and I had
been playing with fire, if the expresi!on may be allowed in this conucctlon.
I had heard of how men con id some-

ers, and his eyes were alight with a
Btrange excitement. "He swears he's
goin' to do It; lie swears he's goin* to do
It!" cried the lad In something between
terror and delight, "an' nobody knows
but me." We etood in a line with the
cataract and stared at it rather blankly while the spray drenched and the
Before us we could
toar deafened us.
see the point where the precipice retreats and forms almost a funnel, the
ipex of the so called Horseshoe fall.
Volume of water was what Westerman
(csired, and out there the water wall
*as green with depth where the lakes
n-ent toppling down. There are hours
»f the day when the Canadian shore
appears almost deserted, and this was
The few people walking
one of them.
about seemed like little puppies. We
ourselves seemed puppets in a stage
The
scene, and with that scenery!
whole business was unreal, with those
two burly figures up the river bank,

times keep gazing upon a dangerous
thing until the wish to conquer It became a mania with them, and I remembered the queer look I had seen in
Wesbyman's eyes and tho answering
gleam in the eyes of Curley Bowers.
They belonged to a gang whose creed
was to "take no bluffs" aud whose ideal
A presentiment of danwas audacity.
a feverger came heavily upon me and
ish longing to be away, and I went

down into the street, almost running
Into people as I went, and boarded one
of the yellow cars which go to Niagara
Falls.

CIIAPTER II.

ARRIVED

at the city, I hurried
to the other bank, where
ί
I knew that Skitters and bis
party would be found.
All that day Westerman and Curloy
Bowers had lain and watched the rapIds and the cataract from those high
grounds of Canada, where one can see
them best. The immensity of the thing,
which grows upon one gazing, did not

the little silent people In the trolley car
looking on and Bowers and I the while
obliged to move along deliberately,
keeping up appearances, and to know
that matters were out of our control.
All day the sky had been cloudy, but
now at sunset the sun came out and
showed off the green and white of the
crumbling waves that moved from
above past the islands in endless pro
cession and threw long shadows down
to the vortex. The swimming suit lay
motionless upon the rocks, and Westerman had disappeared. "Ob, he'll nevei
dare," I said to Bowers and turned tc
look after Skitters, but just then tht
boy clutched my arm and pointed. 1
saw but indistinctly. It seemed to mt
as though an empty suit bad beet
into the current by its inventor

across

Perhaps
daunt but fascinated them.
the very insignificance of any human
atom going down that watery road
made the thought of the descent less
Yet even to those dareterrifying.
devils the attempt could have promised

hardly better than magnificent death.
Bowers tells me that his companion
talked strangely when he talked at ail,
look upon hie facc

and that there
all day not to be understood.
IIo was a genuine product of the
streets and the water fronts, without a
settled trade and without relatives, so
far as I can learn. It is said that he
had tried unsuccessfully to enlist in the
He surely had the courage.
army.
Unsuccessful in most thlnira. be no
was a

tragedy.

For the Inventor also, it seemed, was
In the cast, and his part was to put
Westerman In and afterward to let
him out again, not so publicly, an easy
thing to do with nol>ody very near. A
car on the trolley road had stopped
some distance away, and the people In
it were s tarin·; suspiciously and with
that half hypnotic bewilderment which
"See 'em rubber,"
a mystery causes.

better come ou down. An', say"—the
voice seemed to hesitate—"I can't quite
I'm kind of
make out Westerman.
nfraid he—means—to— Come on down,
will

a

It was too late for me to Interfere with
the performance had I known how. As
Skitters and I walked up past Table
rock he pointed ahead toward the
wooded shore that borders the CanaWe looked across wild
dian rapUls.
waters, and saw even at that moment
two men come suddenly out of the
bushes close by the river and bend over
something which lay between them on
the ground. "That's he," said Skitters,
"and the professor, old crank! He's so
dead afraid his suit may get hurt. He
doesn't care so much about the man."

••Remember Steve Brodie."
He began to be afraid, horribly
afraid, that some one would be before
him. There were indeed, as may be remembered, vague rumors of attempts
seem at
upon the falls, for such ideas
times to come like a contagion. Skit-

goin'

"Looks quiet and gentle enough out
there, doesn't It?" he observed. "Who'd "I wonder no one hasn't, and 1
miles ;
ever guess what there was a few
shouldn't wonder a bit if they'd be doWhat a chance for
down yonder?
Into
deep ing It, following on my footsteps." He
somebody!" He went off
around with an injured air.
mnslng and presently came out of It to glared
there's big inducements to
chant a kind of song to me, the song of "This year
do it This isn't the year for small
the "Hollar Hunter."
fakes."
After awhile C'urley Bowers saunter·
Like
At Prospect point we found Curley
ed In. still doing the dignified.
of Bowers awaiting ue. He was alone,
some of his kind, lu the presence
was
strangers ne atrectea a pome ana iorty but explained that bis friend
Indi(Terence, his notion of good man- across In Canada, looking at the river.
We explained that we wanted For myself he had already begun to
ners.
particulars about the man who thought seem almost u myth, this singular behe could swim Nlagjira.
ing who wanted to go over the falls.
"Well." replied Curley, "he's a feller We three crossed the bridge and
Dutchman. stopped to gaze upon the view, then
mutual Jake Wes-.erman. a
went on down the bank of the Cana-

Your Cows

the strange
longing to conquer it—and I cannot
help thinking also a certain deep honesty of nature—preserve him from the
fakir's part He and Skitters, on the
whole, were working at cross purposes
and with very different minds.
For Skitters In the meantime bad
been making his arrangements for the
fraud with a cheerful, tireless Industry.
after day had seen him down at

is no good, iiiid. besides. they've spoiled
here
It drawin* the water off. This fall
Is lower tlinn tin· American, an' there's
I
lots more water to f!ont in. an' that,
chance. There's a
be
would
my
guess,
I've
place u;i lliere where the curve is
looked at :i good deal. Water seems
Lrit-ndller somehow, an' It keeps a-goin'
lie reover au' a-goin' over so easy."
covered himself with an effort and be"But I'll tell you
came sullen agnln.

Then came that day In June, a memorable day In the history of Niagara.
On the drowsy hush of a noon hour the
telephone bell in the office suddenly
jarred. I went to the telephone, expecting some ordinary message, but it was
η boy's voice from far away which was
speaking and a strange excitement was
vibrating In it.
"Hello, hello!" that voire said. "Say.
this Is Bowers down at the falls. We're
You'd
to try that thing today.

lî'.it the very next day he (Skitters)
rushed Into the office where I was.
ex"I've found It! I've found It!" he

old saloon. Around that corner, as I
knew, relics of one of the old street
and loioings of Buffalo still loafed
tered through the heavy hours.
"Hello!" said I In the telephone. "If
Curley Bowers is near there, will you
please ask him to come downtown?"
And I gave the name and number.
Skitters meanwhile had sat down by
From that window one
the window.
waters
cnu sec two empires facing the
of Lake Krle. wide and blue, and the

In the whirlgo down an' take a swim
pool, Jake, an' let her go at that."
"Do you renlly think." I questioned
Westerman. "that any man could go
down that place and live?"
"Well," replied lie thoughtfully, "up
there I can't help thinkln' there'd be a
kind of it chance. The American fall

nothing.

thing else.

on

"Aw," remarked Bowers at last
Better
"give us something simpler.

ters got so at last that he would eye
the people who got upon the yellow
He saw a
cars with a positive hatred.
rival lu every traveler and chafed at
"Some one will
the flight of hours.
beat us yet, some one will heat us yet!"
he used to bitterly cry. But for myself
I had begun to lose all interest In hla
scheme, believing that it would end in

ou.

him the chance."
I went to the telephone and called
the east side
up η grocery store out on

brink.

at the falls, but at Westerman and the
Presently he drew me
rest of us.
beans."
apart.
"Now. you listen to me," said Skit"Well," said be and cocked his head
ters impressively. "I've found the rig.
on one side like a bird.
I
and
fellow,
that
1 want you to get
"Pooh!" ••eplled I. "It's mere madwant you to bring him over to Black
ness.
Niagara means death."
at
Rock—here's the address—tomorrow
"Death?" said he cheerfully. "I
2 p. m. I'll be there, and we'll look at
should say It did—death and your bones
the machine together, und then we'll
What's that got to do with
look over mashed up.
and
falls
to
down
Niagara
go
us? Now that we've got the man and
too,"
come
You
aloug,
the ground.
the machine for the public to look at
added Skitters graciously to me. "It's
all that we need Is good management,
a thing worth seeing."
and that's where your little friend
Hut soon other matters intervened,
in. Yes. sir," he cried und swellcomes
tint
to
and Skitters and 1 were late
the sublime ideal, "just a little
with
ed
the
When we reached
rendezvous.
and we've got the
management,
good
house at lilack Koek, Rowers and hie
fakes."
of
fake
mysterious friend had come and gazed
"I refuse." said I, with proper severand gone. They had seen the invention
"to become a party to any fraud
ity,
them
find
we
could
word
that
left
and
the public."
upon
Inventor,
the
down nt the falls. GUIs,
"Oh. well." he replied, still cheerful,
was a shambling, shy old man of about
"we'll arrange it some way." Skitters
sixty, with somewhat of a, cranky and 1 rode back to Buffalo together,
gleam In his weak eyes. He led the leaving the two others to lurk about
way mysteriously around the house, the
place and enjoy their owu society.
past the repair shop and to a little
That was the last that 1 saw for
wood shed in the rear. There he pulled
his
•some little time of Skitters and
aside a canvas, aud we looked npon
Niagara Navigation company. When 1
love.
his
of
lalmr
the
his masterpiece,
met him again he reports that arIt will be easily understood that I
were being perfected; that
rangements
to
cannot at the present time attempt
he had a rowboat all ready below the
describe this apparatus very closcly. falls and a scheme worked out to put
Everybody knows that It Is some kind the supposed swimmer into the river
of a pneumatic suit, but in reality Gills'
HUUV tî.
much discussed Invention looks rather
"And we've tried the niblier stilt!" ho
like a huge cigar, and Is an Intricate
exclaimed oue day. "We sent It over
steel
anil
rubber
of
springs.
contrivance
moonlight night before last. It got
Λ certain freedom and power of move- liy
a bit. but stood It pretty well.
bumped
which
ment are allowed to the limbs,
is such an old fogy, al•«Ills,
though,
close in upon a trunk of great rigidity,
his invention is going
that
afraid
ways
and the headpiece looks not unlike a
I've got Westerumn down
to get hurt.
diver's helmet.
Ignorant as I am cf
there, learning the ground nnd pracsuch things, it seemed to me even then
with the suit. All be needs to do
ticing
enIn
this
incased
might
a
that
person
Is to seem to get in above the falls and
and
frightbuffeting
dure tremendous
then seem to get taken out below, and
ful shocks and possibly keep the breath
mamma, the world is ours!".
then—oh,
chaos.
a
whirling
of life awhile amid
"I'll have some people llxed all right"
lookand
The inventor was speaking
he used to hint mysteriously, and the
ing nt us witli a childish, shy pride.
motto thai he gave his followers was,
r

a

In hie mind an he hung there »ver
death? He stirred again spasmodically
at last, roiled over on his side into
deeper water and, with reckless valor
which made us gasp to see it. swam

straight for the apex of the Horseshoe.
Skitters the-while was coming up beglittering
When he beheld that sight he
us.
hind
would
if
he
premoney and notoriety
and ran away, uttering
around
turned
Weetall.
of
tend to do the hugust feat
noises. But Bowers and I as
erman was as much a piece of drifting strange
we saw the Alsatian take thus his one
wreckage in the current a> though he
chance for life and victory were seized
had been drawn into the Niagara and
with a new mad recklessness, so that
carried down to the brink from the city
we forgot the stake, forgot the ghastly
watchhe
that
more
the
but
up above,
and began to shout encourageed and studied the river the more did odds,
boy,
fascination of it and the ment again. "Oh. good boy, good

as sure as

lie tulkiuu about?"
"On aver the falls." replied Curley.
Course he'd need
••Shoot Niagara.
suinetiiin* to do it In." Ile spoke with
and drifted
a tired, dispassionate air

"Found what?" I asked.
Ile dropped into a chair and lowered
his voice, but he was quivering all over
with eajrerness. like a hound that
said
points the frame. "In this town."
lie solemnly, "up near Black Rock,
there's an old fellow that's an Inventor,
and Iih'k had a hobby for years. He
works in a bicycle repair shop, but
night times he works 011 the hobby—an
Invention. A'nd. by cad"—his voice fell
he's
to a whisper—"I most believe that
Where'·
p»t something there at last.
that young fellow." Skitters cried,
"that we were talking to yesterday?"
"Who? Oil. young Bowers?" said 1.
"What do you want of him?"
"Do you remember what he said."
Skitters replied, "about knowing η fellow who wanted to go over Niagara?
Weil, by heavens. I'm going to give

street arnb who
dreamed, α young man who plckcd up
odd
a livelihood, as Curley said, doing
jobs of work and the minor feats of
daring. It was not the training to
make him refuse when Skitters came
offers to And him
with his

doubt bad been

above us. Seen from down there, one
could Imagine that the waters of all
the lakes were being tipped over upon
one out of the *ky, and the clouds above
vanished behind that overhanging

pushed

but Curley Bowers, with keener eyes
bad dropped upon one knee, straining
fiercely forward, and he cried: 'He'l
try it! He'll try it! By heavens, he'l
comin' down!"
For a moment the clumsy, misshape
form seemed to lie motionless in th<

We must ourselves
Pete!" we cried.
have been half crazy. "Go on, there!
You can do it!" The water caught him
again and shot him forward. It all
passed rupiflly as an accident That

moment when the black form bung
upon the brink of the abyss was
He had swung
not to be forgotten.
himself around to go down feet foremost. He seemed to shoot out and to
keep the crest of the water skillfully
enough and fell with it through crashing space and clouds of blinding vapor
to the bottom of the precipice, 150 feet

poised

below.

Upon tHe place seemed suddenly to
rest a solemn bush and quiet for all
the movement and the uproar. Curley
Bowers and 1 stood peering and
watched the water going over so maJesticnlly, as though we half expected
that It might bring him back. A rainImjw had appeared and hung across the

Behind us the sun was shinchasm.
ing. and the world went on as usual.
But from out the misty, echoing gorge
faint voices and strange noises seemed
to rise, and Curley Bowers was shivering and talking to himself. "He's
gone!" the lad lamented. "Poor old
off
the
He's
map!
Westerman!
Then he
Wouldn't that Jar you?"
pulled himself together und started to
"Come
run down toward the elevator.
on!" he shouted to me. "Let's see this

circus through."
Beside the elevator we found Skitters, his face a pale pea green. "Look
here," he cried with a knowing air;
"this thing is getting pretty close to
risky! We'd better look out for our
scalps and cut and run." But Bowers,
showing his teeth like a wharf rat
snarled: "Who cares about your sculp?
There's a game man gone down there.
You've got a boat an' you'll come
along an' help get him out." So we
hurried down to the lower river, where
the boat was. Skitters and bis company. We must have been a curious
collection. The Inventor had run down
and joined us. his eyes bulging and ills
Even then he
mouth wide open.
seemed to be principally concerned
about the fate of the suit From his
somewhat fragmentary remarks I gathered that after he had carefully inclosed Westerman In this, plain for all
men to see. the German bad quietly
rolled off Into the water, ne had gone
down to keep the appointment Indeed,
but In his own fashiou. Old Gill was
We
still Indignant at the trick.
crouched there meanwhile on the

and watched the writhing water
out from the shadow of the preciin it.
pice with queer long streaks
Bowers and Skitters und the man who

stones
come
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They went a long way out and
Yet
far as they dared upstream.

this.
as

It was close inshore and very n<<ar iu
that we caught sight of the object of
our search, and the sigh* of It guvo
"See, see! There it la!"
us all a start.
muttered old QUI aud pointed. We
watched it with a kind of awe, as
though It had been uucanny, and as we

wutched the tigure stirred aud

trmu, unu ue stiuve

tered

America tomorrow."
get him out of this!"
They had towed the
toward land, and the
arms kept swimming and convulsively
clutching air. We drew it up upon the
known all over
"Help me to
cried I towers.
bulky figure iu

might yet

the space of two minutes be rest»
those rocks, and be may ha ν
which also builds up the system that ha , against
beard our shouts of encouragemeul
suffered from them.
But wbo can guess what was going 01
It la the beat medicine tor all tramon t

iiui mini·

to
your manager!" Thus he gabbled
the mi η before him, and the other was
gabbling something about gr< en girls
who swam in the water and rimed the
lights out when one fell off the world.
Meanwhile the solemn cataract above
thundered on unceasingly. Indifferent
Once
to us a^id our small tragedy.
Curley Howers turin»d toward it and
exclaimed, with a touch of respect he

rarely showed, "I guess It doesn't pay
to monkey much with you." I ain disposed to agree with this opinion, for
Indeed those giant thing·» of nature
would seem to have α certain stern resentfulness, and Niagara. like the Mntterhorn, took vengeance on h»r conquerors at last.

But think of that situation! lie, Π.
G. Skitters, of all the men on earth. is
forced by the uil;.'ht of cli*ci:m fan. es
to shake his head and deny knnvvli-d ;<·
of a feat as to whose possibility tliu
lie has the pneuworld Is arguing.
matic suit all ready for exhibition; he
has, if he could produce him t! e only
fr ·ιη
man alive who ever saw NMagar
a point on the middle of the Hor ι· : ο
fall, yet the public waits In va;;i. mid
the harvest hours are passing.
How Lincoln

Won

α

Cnnc.

Lincoln's greatest legal triumph was
the acquittal of an old neighbor named
Duff Armstrong, who was charged
with murder.
Several witnesses testified that they
saw the accused commit the deed one
Lincoln atnight about 11 o'clock.
tempted no cross examination except
to persuade them to reiterate their
statements and to explain that they
were able to see the act distinctly be-

cause of the bright moonlight. By several of the prosecuting witnesses he
preved the exact position and size of
the moon at the time of the murder.
The prosecution there rested, and Lincoln, addressing the court and the Jury,
announced that he had no defense to
submit except an almanac, which
would show that there was no moon
The state attorney
on that night.
was paralyzed, but the court admitted

the almanac as competent testimony,
and every witness y-as completely impeached and convicted of perjury. The
verdict was not guilty.—"The True
Abraham Lincoln."
The Beat Claim to tlie lied.

One night a Judge, α military officer
and a minister all applied for a night's
lodging at an Inn where there was but
•ne spare bed, and the landlord was
called upon to decide which had the
best claim out of the three.
"I have lain tifteen years in the garrison at A
," said the officer.
"I have sat as Judge twenty years at
R
," said the judge.
"With your leave, gentlemen, I have
itood for twenty-flve years In the min-

," sai'l the minister.
"That settles all dispute." said the
landlord. "You, Mr. Captain, have lain
fifteen years; you. Mr. Judge, have sat
twenty years, while this old gentleman
lias been standing Tor tne Inst twi-nrytive years, so lie certainly lias tin· beet
Jtry at M

claim to the bed."—Liverpool Gazette.

SPORTING FISH.
The Jaealar I· the Sharpshooter of
the I-'Inujr Tribe.

Certain fish have been termed "sporting" because they shoot tbelr prt-y with
of
great precision. The jacular fish
Java Is of this sporting trllx?.

Several of tboe«· lish iu the possession
of a Javanese chief were placed In α
*mall circular pond, from the center of
which rose a pole upward of two feet

lo height. Beetles were put on top of
the polo on sharp pointed pieces of
wood. The fish then came out of their
holes and swum uround the pond. Ono
of them caine to the surface of the waAfter fixing hie
ter and rested there.

steadily on a beetle It discharged
bench and began to open the pneumutic eyes
its
a small quantity of water from
had
this
how
see
to
suit, wondering
with such force and precision as
mouth
of
the
One
been bruised und strained.
to knock the beetle off the twig into the
legs hung limply, emushed in spite of
water. In an Instant the beetle had
all the armor.
swallowed.
been
What followed next 1 find it not easy
After this another fish came up and
to describe. We got the helmet off at
a similar feat, and so the
last with nervous lingers, and we saw performed
continued until they had caught
sport
the
countenance,
distorted
a smothered,
If a flali failed to
shut all of the beetles.
eyes closed tight, as though to
its prey the first shot it
down
bring
out fear. They opened lu a moment,
swam around the pool till it cume opwith the strangest, blankest expression
the quarry and fired again. In
in them, and did not see us, and a posite
fish returned three
one instance a
voice began to speak, or to gibber,
times to the attack before it secur»>d its
rather, no matter what the words were.
but usually the flsh were very
What would the words be of one whose prey,
the
expert marksmen, bringing down
reason had snapped suddenly aud left
at the first shot.
beetle
or
a mind all blank
topsy turvy?
The fish frequent the banks of tho
I suppose, In fact, thut the German's
in search of food. When it spies
rivers
foolbrain, long dwelling upon that
on the plants that grow In shala
fly
hardy feat, may have become unsettled
low water, it swims to a distance of
at the last and have given way rapidly
five or six feet from it and then, with
during those minutes in the upper rapsurprising dexterity, ejects from its
: Is.
That had been no sane man who
tabular mouth α single drop of water.
.-warn at the falls before us. and the
—Exchange.
ta 1 wreck had been completed at
i-.st by possibly the greatest physical
shock that a human being has ever yet
:'urvived. Life was there still In that
wrench· :! and battered form, but uot a
i-;>aiK of reason. Hut Skitters, with an
'.! lîc.Y.do ol d:i::'/.!lng possibilities still
: fore his eyes, refused to accept the

Animal Accident·.

Whales, elephants and eagles o»mc at
the head of the table of creatures which
longest survive the Ills to which they
found
are heir, yet a whale has been
dead of a dislocated Jaw; an elephant
has died of gangrene in one of its feet,
set up by α gunshot In α Scotch deer
forest not long ago a stalking party
came across a magnificent golden eudead, caught In a fox trap. He bad

gle

been caught by the center claw of ono
foot and had died of exhaustion in attempting to escape. By his side were
two grouse and a partly eaten hare
which other eagles had brought to sustain him in his fight for life. If a rat
had been caught by his leg in a trap either be or his comrades would have
bitten off the imprisoned limb und released him. The poor despised toad if

The onlv kind of consump"
lion to fear is
neglected

consumption."
People are learning that consumption is a'curable disease,
ît is neglected consumption
that is

so

not built to stand physical violence,
but be would fatten on the imprisonment Toads imprisoned in rocks for
years—no one knows bow many—come
to light from time to time fat and well.

often incurable.

At the faintest

suspicion of

consumption get

a

Unless microbes carried to them through
the pores of the Imprisoning rock have
been their fart; It is certain, according
to naturalists who ought to know, that
they have eaten nothing for an unthinkable period.
IT at η

"What did you
asked the police
"Ob, Just for a
oner, who was

magistrate.
kid," replied the prislost to all

sense

of

The Reaaoa.

The Farmer—Your cow must be sick.
Bhe doesn't chew her cud.
The Amateur Farmer—She doesn't
have to chew her cud. I feed ber with

Send tor free Maple.
SCOTT ft BOWNS, Chnfca,
New York,
409-41$ Pearl Street,
$oc. u4 f 1.001 all fafgfcts.

*111 Oat.

steal that cradle forT"

«hame.—Brooklyn Citizen.

*

Sarsaparillc !

rim<rt

Think of the Midway tip
man now!
yonder! Think of those great big
crowds streaming in from a!i America,
and you alive and the biggest tiling of
all, the biggest inducement in all the
bunch, the man who went over Niatrara! No fake about this sbow, and I

bottle of
and
begin
I Scott's Emulsion
regular doses.
The use of Scott's Emulsion
I
at once, has, in thousands of
Then it stirred and made ι
water.
in
or two, and with that the cur
stroke
What are Humors i rent caught it and whirled it forward cases, turned the balance
health.
of
favor
They are vitiated or morbid fluids court pitching and stumbling, through th< ;
tag the veins and affecting the tissue! wave*. As though In mockery the riv
Neglected consumption does
They are commonly due to defective dlgei er played with it awhile and drove 1
not exist where Scott's Emultion but are sometimes inherited.
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swam.
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"Alive!"
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with the pride of victory, Napoleon at
Austerlitz, Ca»sur on the triumphal car.
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We'll be
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Hera la the tragic story of the sand
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the sex, and have
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with Frank Bobbins. The families will
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In the absence of Miss Alice Penley, Mass., has been visiting friends in town.
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F. E. Wheeler of this ered a
Mrs. Martha Pride returned Tuesday function:
1 >erformed by Dr.
very
interesting temperanco uvery-day life?" by the sisters. Music,
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Ë. Field.
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than 1 am to be a druggist And yet"
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Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hammond visited at I
Hev. Π. A. Markley of Swampscott, ho
vheel, was as comfortable this morning
Mrs. J. Π. Allen, nee Linna Frink, of
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diploma carefully out of sight. Now
is could
be expected. lie was in Dr. Portland, is visiting her
D. Andrews' Sept. 3d. Mr. Andrews Mass., and Hev. Mr. Howard of South
parents, Mr
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the college man is much more likely to
Byron.
fuller's office nearly nine hours yester- and Mrs. J. L. Frink.
is engaged in bringing running water in- Watcrford called in the place one
day
secure a start than the non-graduate.
Austin W. Green, formerly of this | lay while Dr. Wheeler set the broken
last week.
Mrs. Haruden, who has been visiting to his premises.
The school of journalism is to a degree
Some Familiar Quotation·.
>ones and a dental splint was made to
Lorenzo
own, but now teacher in Quincy, Mass.,
I)ean
at
Frank
Gowvisited
Arthur W. Woodward, wife and grandfriends in Massachusetts, has returned
an experiment, but it can not fail to do
risited his sister, Mrs. Jotham Shaw, re-11 it inside the mouth by Dr. Rowe and to her home in this
"Alliteration's artl'ul aid" was spoîll'e Aug. 30-31.
child, of Massachusetts, called in his
village.
Even if it does nothing
some good.
R. B. Nevers has bought a yoke of old neighborhood last week.
ken of by the little read poet Churchill.
•eutly. Ills wife and daughter were < Charles Fields. The case is an unusual
The grammar and primary schools
more than to give newspaper writers
vith him.
me as both jaws were broken and the commcnced
"The pink of perfection" was originatof this week with jxen of Moses Dow.
Monday
some idea of the use of punctuation
from
Carroll Young and wife
About 400 attended the resubmission ed
King- lose although slightly bruised was not the same teachers as last term.
The school in the Tuell District is disby Oliver Goldsmith; so were "Measmarks, it will not be entirely in vain.
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he week.
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The Legislative Session.
Greenlief Hodsdon and wifespent Sun- )r. Fuller's practice while he is in PortMr. and Mrs. Reuben Stanley of Port- Îias not yet fully recovered from the | promoter of the convention, presided,
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visiting friends in town.
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met in extra session last Tuesday, dis1 ►ore the operation bravely and was a
Speeches wore gy," is responsible for many popular
Miss Mary Johnson is spending lier if her father's buildings in the thunder | organization formed.
made by Mayor Beal of Bangor, Ε. N. phrases, among them "Full many a
L. A. Dunn is at work at Rumford >atient sufferer."
posed of the business before it, and with
vacation with her brother and family ihower of Friday night.
Benson of Bar Harbor, Dr. G. Langtry gem of purest ray serene," "To waste
commendable promptness adjourned at •"alls.
NEW YORK CHAMPION
in this village.
Crockett of Thomaston, George P. its sweetness on the desert air." "This
5 o'clock in the afternoon.
A. 0. Heed and son are building
Denmark.
Greenwood.
on hand at
of Portland, and Hon. Oscar Π.
stock of above machines with full line of
tore at Oquossoc.
The special object of the session was
The hay weather this week speaks for
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In the last analysis nobody knows, t Ism. eh? Is It a ca«e of long standing?
id Benson Swett, two more of our t his week of cutting the thumb on his
Miss Hattie Bailey has sold her house
the September magazines. Tl.e "Peru
Lorena Winslow has gone to Auburn
The dozen price is allowed on half dozen lots.
ut we do know that is under strict law.
>
the trustees of the academy and fo rmer schoolmates have passed away to ] aft hand severely. The cut required
Patient (steamboat pilot)—Yes. sir; I
Pauper Case," by Holman F. Day, with
stay until after the state fair.
retwo illustrations, appears in Everybody's
Scott Briggs and family went to West I ibuee that law even slightly,
>ught that owned by the late Miss tt e other shore. Of the former person a t hree stitches but it is healing quite
t bink thafs what guv It to rae.—Ex- ι
tiebe Merrill. All will be sorry to see
ilte. Irregular living means derangecent Lewiston Journal says: "It is f ast.
Buckfield
imner and North
Magazine; Sewell Ford has a short story
I
hange.
lent of the organs, resulting in Conatie old landmark torn down.
in Harper β Magazine, "The Renunciation
pi anned by friends to place a window in
Mrs. Carl Storrs and two children,
tiling on relatives.
R. D. Whitney and wife of Boston, who th e Congregational church <-f Waterville « allie and Jack, of Newport, VtM
Mattie Ellwood worked for Ed Phin-1 ation, Headache or Liver trouble. Dr.
of Petrus," illustrated by Fletcher C.
Do not presume too much that you
ive been
ling's New Life Pills quickly re-adjusts a re
Ransom, while John Preeton True, a son
spending the summer here, in memory of the late Dr. Bessey, who \ isited at F. E. Pottle's Thursday.
>y last woek and Jennie Bonney workIntrenched in any person's friend·
liia. It's gentle, yet thorongh. Only
ill pass the winter at Mineral Bluff,
is a life-long attendant there.
l for Sidney Thayer.
of the late Dr. Ν. T. True of Bethel, has
The
Market
Mr. Frank Knight, one of the overSO
Sc^uare,
Sc. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyea a Up.—Schoolmaster.
Mrs. Emma Bonney went to North
an illustrated article on Old Home Week Ο sorgia, where Mr. Whitney has charge fu nds are to be raised in small subscrip- ■ eers of the home for boy· in Portland,
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ol extensive tannery operation·.
urner but week.
ti< >ns from his many friend· in that city." ι rat at J. 8. Kneeland's Thursday.
in Pearson'· Magasine.
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•rug Store, Norway.
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gcraocvat,

Well, John, considering that you did
not say anything but de—lightful, we will
call everything all right. Doubtless the
wheels of industry still revolve, but as
you hint it would be desirable to conclude our serial with this number, (as
usual) I suppose the man will have his
way. We note that Buckfield is a true
friend. How blessed that in adversity
We rejoice that
we prove our friends.
you have a warm regard for our sex—
"taken as a whole". We think such
sentiment indicative of genuine manhood, and we trust woman will prove
worthy the honor. We hope to some
time have a hand shake of good fellowship with our "contemporary."

—

—

Miss Laura Dean ie quite ill of fever.
Mrs. Wells of Portland, sister of Col.
Bradbury, is at Hotel Long caring for
her brother, who had the misfortune to
fall and break a leg.
Secretary Long went up the line to
Beruis Tuesday, returning Wednesday.
Emeline Hutchinson of Auburn has
been a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. L.
B. Spaulding.
Mrs. Geo. Dillingham and son of Auburn, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pray. Jr.,
and two daughters, of Weymouth, Mass.,
have been at L. B. Spaulding's, guests of
their daughter. Miss Amorilla B. Spaulding. Miss Lida Α., the younger daughter, has returned to her studies at McLean Hospital, Waverly, Mass.
A. A. Farrar is sick with an affection
of the stomach.
J. E. Packard of Strong is visiting his
father, J. F. Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hobart, who have
recently visited Mrs. Hobart's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Gardner, have returned to their home in Chicago.
Shirley nail went to Massachusetts
Saturday, where she is to teach.
W. O. Clough, editor of the Nashua
Press, and daughter Christine, returned
to their home Saturday.
Tliey have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt
Parsons. Mrs. Clough and Mrs. Parsons
were sisters.
C. W. George and wife returned to
their home in Boston Friday, after two
weeks' tarry with Mr. and Mrs. David

generally
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Miss Grace Park of Mexico ia the
guest of her brother, Âlbert D. Park.
Edward Davis of Island Pond, Vermont, has been visiting at F. P. Scott's.

SOUTH PARIS.

Dr. J. P. Sprague of Chicago was the
guest of the family of Franklin Maxim

south pari» p«>st orriCK.

omet- lloure: 6Λ010 7.Ό0

A.

M; H"00

a. M.

Sunday.

te

p. M.
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HAND

TRUNK

Mrs. Robinson of Cambridge, Mass., is
visiting her brothers, the Stuart boys, in
»
this village.

RAILWAY.

Commencing June 14,1903,
TRAINA
ι,οίη.' 'town

lo.iuded .930 A.
*

LKAVK

SOUTH

(east)—4:51

Dean J. Toi man 'and wife of Biddeford are visiting the family of his father,
C. E. Tolman.

PARIS

(Oally, Sundays
Sunday only,
M., 4»r.M.
A.

S .3S
M., 10:13
ο.'.»ηΛρ (weet)-lO.DO
Sunday» Included). Sunday only,
A. M

"ally,
ρ m
i.; .-J'a. m.

M re. Bradford and Miss Bradford of
Woodfords are visiting the family of
Hon. J. S. Wright.

P.

CHURCEU».
Rev. W. K.
Church.
IV, ,,k- I>.!>.. pastor. Preaching service·, 10.48
and 7:00 p. R.; Sunday School 1ί R. ; Y.
«
Church prayer meeting on
c K. at η P.
y
not otherχ, * lay evening at 7 :30 o'clock. A11,
-i'.t onnected, are cordially Invite·!.
Metho-llst Church, Rev. A W Pottle, Pastor.
a
,)r -undav, morning prayer meeting,
.reachingservice 10:45 A.M.;Sabbath School
i>"a Kpworth League Meeting. 6:15 P.
ν,πΉ prayer meeting TP.*.; prayer meeting
Tm- l-i·.· evening; class meeting, Friday evening.
litH-t Churcn, Rev. H. S. Plnkham, l'aetor.
A. m.; SabII 'a\. preaching service 10:45
,,
-.mooI 12 R.; praver meeting 7 :00 p.
Sl
urnvr meeting Tuesdav evening.
II. Little, Pastor.
I niv.Tsallet Church, Rev J.
,in- service every Sunday at 2:30 p. r.
i.r,
P. R.
Evening service. 7
Sunday school at 3

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Noyes are visiting the family of Kev. T. J. Kamsdell in
Caribou for a week.

Congregational

►1r»c
»

Μη». Fred Howo and
Bethel have been guests
Howe for a few days.

The Universaliet Good Cheer Society
has received its dishes, and they are
being prepared for use.

Harry Maxim and Miss Bean of Portland spent Sunday and Mouday at Mr.

Maxim's home in this

village.

Ethel Stoddard returned to her home
in Lewiston Saturday after a few weeks'
visit with her aunt, Mrs. Fred Scott.

p. R

STATED

John of
of Mrs. Effie

son

MKKTIMOH.

Regular
m.—Pari» Lo<lge, No. Ή.
t Λ
The Bates College students have rerue-day evening on or before full moon.
meet- turned for
Mica
Lodge,
regular
—Mount
)·
,i.
of the fall term.
!
the
each week.—Aurora
In.- Thursday evening of
this
Milton McAlister enters the
Kr: -.m paient, !lr*t and third Monday evenings
year.
•>f eM h month.
Mount Pleasant Rebckah Lodge, No.
κ
1>
-econd and liurth Friday» of each
Owing to circumstances the
■jii
,η,',ηι. In (m'I Fellow»' Hall.
of
picnic of which notice was
ν Κ —W. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14S, meets
has been
last
third Saturday evenings of each given
,:r-t and
αι. utn. In l·. A. R. Hall.
ttrst
meets
K. Kimball Relief Corps
W:i
of each month. In
school now has some over
The
an third Saturday evenings
K> lef <>rps Hall.
ninety students, and twelve or fifteen
Γ IL—Paris Grange, from May 1 to (Ht. 1,
I
after the run at the
the more are
it- -econd and fourth Saturday; during
dnder of the year, meet* every Saturday, in corn factory is finished.
r,
:ange Hall.
of the Seneca Club at Mrs.
A
I. >. u. C —Second and fourth Mondays of
T. S. Barnes'
ca«'h month.
evening,
7,
No.
Brook
181,
Lodge,
s
κ. o. P.—Stony
at 7o'clock.
Election of officers and
»„·. t- second and fourth Weduesday evenings
other
will
be
transacted.
business
month.
of each
,f Γ. llamlln Lodge, No, SI. meets every
The meetings of the Good Cheer Sovenlug al Pythian Hall.
t
rn Woodmen of America.—^outh Paris
Mi,
ciety will be resumed Wednesday afters,.. KitiT. awi'M second and fourth TuesL
noon of this week after a vacation of a
Cross Hall.
i!»> evening· in uolden
few weeks.
Let all be present who can.
to
a
visit
Mrs. Huldah Perkins is on

opening

college

...

Pythias

postponed.
high

Knights

week,

Monday

Sept.

x

relatives in Bethel.
Mis W. 1$. Strickland is making
F. Micks ami wife have been
few 'lays at York Beach.

i;

a

Massachusetts.

visit in

spend-

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Bounds Thursday afternoon at 3
o'clock. All who are interested in the
work of the Uniou are earnestly requested to be present.

Lydia

L. D. Coffin and family of Lovell have
moved into Mr. Wheeler's house on the
K. A. Howe is spending the south
side of Pleasant Street. Mr.
after fall styles.
pre lit week in Boston
Coffin is in the employ of the Paris
wife
of
Boston
eas J. Stearns ami
Manufacturing Co.
Γ
Mrs. Helen L.
are ·. -itiug his mother,
Advertised letters in South I'aris post
Steams.
office Sept. 7:
Mr». Ch&e. Ν. Perkins
\ w ft· "4s have been laid at the crossing
Mrs. Etta llarrlinan.
,.f the steain and electric railroads at
ing

Mrs.

Hicks

Ml-s H. S. Mlik'tt.
Mine Helen Sute.
M tag Martraret !.. l'a· kanl.
Mr .J. Orltck.
M- Frank Andrews.
Υ.Ν Record.

rossing.

<

Miss >ue Rounds has gone to Turner
to resume her work of teaching in Leavitt Institute.
R. X. Hall and family, L. S. Billings
Λ cement sidewalk is being laid in
and wife, and Misses Laura and Hattie
fronr of the house of Mrs. L. C. Morton
Burnell visited Editor Sanborn of the
on High Street.
Norway Advertiser at his new cottage
Portland
of
Miss Clara May Needham
on Round Pond, Norway, Sunday.
They
her aunt. Mrs. Ε. N. were very much pleased with the situa«as a guest of
last
week.
tion and the extensive work of improveAnderson,
ment that Mr. Sanborn has done.
Miss Maud Carter has gone to Brainher
tree. Ma-ss„ to resume teaching in
Mrs. W. F. Atkins, Mrs. Dora B.
school, which opens this week.
Greene and Edward L. Greene, Misses
a
Emma and Hattie Haskell and Ε. N.
Miss I.ena Hicks of Beverly, Mass..
f. uner assistant in the high school here, Haskell are attending a reunion of the
Hicks.
Hideout family at New Gloucester, to
B.
F.
is
-itiiij; her father,
which the members of the family come
in
Liverare
wife
and
l'lummer
J. F.
from far and near. The Hideouts after
II
re. called there by the serious illness the former custom furnished the music
,,f Mrs. Pluminer's sister, Mrs. Adkins. iu church on Sunday, and the family reWilliam I*. Morton is painting a cur- union occurs ou Monday.
tain and other scenery for the stage in
Λ very peculiar thing happened in this
Cheer llall at the Universalist
A case of
village a few nights since.
church.
boxes of honey was removed from a hive
Ar the Universalist
parish meeiinj; belonging to a bee-keeper here and a
Tuesday evening, J. F. Kinii was chosen c ine of empty boxes was put in its place.
u usiw,
nuaaoii
I>.
aIKl
Ml
Ιί'ΜΙΓοΓ,
The owner has good redisons for knowing
till existing vacancies.
w here it weuf and if the party wants to
avoid any further publicity, to return
11·>η. J.tiiii's S. Wright wwat Rum ford
the liouey during the next forty-eight
Kills several days last week, attending a
a wise proceeding.
before referee» in some law hours would be

hearing

which he is counsel.

cases iti

Mrs

Harry Noble of Boston is

visit

Wm. I,. Gray's. Joliu Λ Ives,
has iK'en a guest there, returned to
his Inline in Boston a few days since.
if

w

Mrs. Warren Swett and son Gilbert,
who have spent most of the summer
w.Mi Mrs. >wett's parents, Jacob Nichols
anc wife, left on their return to their
home in Dorchester, Mass., Monday.

returned Tuesday night
where he spent
from Pennsylvania,
th·· mouth of August giving readings
under Orange auspices. He reports a
pleasant trip and appreciative andiences.
I'iacido Alouso, who was at Albert D.
I'ark s learning Knglisb for some time a
K. Morse

few years since, is a guest there for two
weeks.
He returned to bis home in
< uha after leaving here, and was there
for some time, but uow has a position in
New York city.

W. J. Jones, formerly superintendent
•
the Oxford Light Co. and the Norway
an·I Paris Street Railway, was at South
I'iris Friday.· Mr. Joues has resigned
the position of superintendent of the
Berlin and Gorliam Street Railway,
which he has held since leaving Norway.

job has been done by J. F.
1: ster of Norway on the terrace steps
They have
at the house of Mrs. Uewett.
heretofore been plain granite steps' withButtresses have been put
out railing.
ljuite

a

in beside the steps and the short walk
above to the front door, and an iron
hand rail will be put on.

Mrs. Samuel Stowe.
.Mrs. Martha C'arsley (Buck), wife of
Mr. Samuel Stowe, was born in Sangerville, Me., April 24, ISIS), and died at her
home in South I'aris Sunday night, Sept.
For more than half a century
fi. ltHXi.
Mrs. Stowe was an invalid, at times able
to superintend her household affairs and
in labor abundant, and then lapsing into
a season of prostration, from which she
was a great sufferer.
Through all she
exhibited a great degree of patience,
gentleness and cheerfulness which was
benediction to her neighbors and
a
friends, who were grateful in their attentions to her.
She was a devoted member of the M.
E. church, ami when her health would
permit was active in church work. The
Sunday school and missions were organizations of deep eoncern to lier. A better observance of the Sabbath, a better
financial support of the pastorate and a
more generous provision for superannuates were some of her cherished hopes
and expectations.
At length continuous waning health
forced her to absolute retirement, and
for many years prior to her decease she
was a shut-in from the outside world,
but was lovingly remembered by a large
circle of friends who were unceasing in
their sympathy and memeutos of affectiou which made cheery her pathway
Heavenward.
She is survived by a husband, a sister,
Mrs. Ellen C. Brown of Yarmouth, ami
two half-brothers, F. C. Merrill of South
Paris and 1>. C. Merrill of Bangor. The
funeral will be held at the late home of
the deceased ou Wednesday, the 9th
inst., at 2 p. m. Burial at Riverside

Mr. and Mrs. Wirt Stanley have been
Hill,
spending the past week on l'aris Wedoccupying Fairview Cottage, I,ast,
as
Cemetery.
entertaiued
nesday Mrs. Stanley
Lines written by Mrs. M. C. Stowe:
guests for the day Mrs. J. D. Haynes,
Burnell, Carrie Hall,
Misses Ilattie
AKTKK TUKEE SCOKK YKARS AND TKN.
Grace Thayer, Gertrude Hall and Maud
Thcv are waiting near the valley
Douglass, aud a most enjoyable day was
Where the mtoty vapor l'es.
Shutting out the heavenly visions
panned.
That are ht<t from mortal e*M.
the
of
town,
residents
One of the older
But the star of hop»· t:. gleaming
With λ light forevernioie,
now over eighty years of age, visited the
their tears have maile the rainbow
Λη<1
at
Co.
Linen
of
the
Manufacturing
mill
Spanning bright the vaK'y o'er.
Snow's Falls a few days since. The
specially uotable thing about the trip is
Through the strength ami love of Je«u»
Which have brought them ou their way.
that although he has always resided in
Light I-ig up the dark recesses
this vicinity, and most of his life in the
Where the cloudy shadows lay,
he
time
town of Paris, this is the first
The\ have come In joy ami gladness
ever saw Snow's Falls.
To the border lan<l of home.
Waiting now the j tvful summons—
Work begins this wetfk on the new
"Blessedof my Father, come."
Mountain,
piece of road near Streaked
as
F(.r
the portals are flung open.
known
is
around what
generally
Ami the rca<ly mans'oo waits
sturtevant Hill. This road was laid out
To receive the weary spirit
Through the blea-e'l pearly gates.
by the county commissioners some two
of ?Ô00
There to rest from all their labors
.years since, and an appropriation
In the unlet peace above.
for building it was made at the special
Joyful slglng with the angels
town meeting early in the summer.
Songs of (jolt's redeeming love.
USE Ο» TUK Waitinu Onks at 77.
Nathan Maxim has charge of the work.
I he creamery building has been so
As to Truancy.
much changed in appearance that a citizen who had been away a few days, on
The present school laws require every
returning and getting a glimpse of it, child between the ages of seven and
to
atteud some
inclusive
was moved to ask how they got up such fourteen
Iu
a house as that in so short a time.
public day school during the time such
place of a flat roofed building of four school is in session, unless the parent is
stories and basement, there is now a providing equivalent instruction in some
building of one story and basemeut, manner satisfactory- to the superintendwith a gable roof containing Lutheran ing school committee, and excepting
All persons having
windows. Considerable room is avail- cases of sickness.
able in the loft or upper story, which is children uuder their control, for neglectwell lighted.
ing to cause their children to comply
with this provision, forfeit not exceedThe prospect now is that the corn
ing twenty-five dollars for each offense,
thit
of
last
the
factory will start tip
or may be
imprisoned not exceeding
that
the
fact
of
week. In spite
"everydays.
thirty
was nc
there
that
been
has
saying
body"
This law is unconditional in its concli:ince of getting any sweet corn thif
struction; and its application cannot be
ti
are
some
ready
nearly
y*ar,
pieces
mistaken for it leaves no choice to the
pick. Superintendent J. J. Emeley ol
authorities or to the parents. A
the factory is of the opinion that barring school
who detains his child from
frost there will be fully half a crop, ant parent
school makes himself liable to the penalas the amount planted this year wai ,
even
though the
above named,
about a hundred acres larger than usual ty
be on the ground that the child
detention
i
And
a very fair run is anticipated.
»
is needed at home. The state assumes
the weather should be just right, as i
that the education of the child is of
*as for the grass, the corn crop may ye
no chance
primary importance and leave»'the
turn out as the grass crop did, an i sur
school
for evasion of the law if
prise everybody.
authorities attend to their duties.
In the town of I'aris during the past
Well, yes, the band concert is popular
If >"ii had any doubt of it you shouh 1 year there has been but little truancy.
has
nave seen the crowd which
packed Mar In most cases a uote to the parents
fault. But
*et Square Wednesday evening, whil s been sufficient to correct the
nuterm
the Norway Band played.
A buuch c f at the opening of the present
of the
electric lights was suspended over th a merous instances of open violation
law have beeu reported to the superinwhere the band was statior
en·
' he evening was such an one a s tendent of schools, and a vigilant
,
forcement of the truancy law is in order,
has been a rare visitor this seasonth<
warm and still, with a bright harves t
Employers and manufacturers in
moon, an ideal night. A hayrack loa 1 town of Paris have offended only verj
<>t people came from Hebron, and the > rarely by employing children who ought
of the in
poured in from all other directions, ui ι- to be in school. In fact most
t'l the Square was orowed. The playiu i fraction of the law has been due to th«
of the band was much complimente* I. negligence and indifference of parenti
A series of three concerts has been a; '- rather than to the laxness of employer
childrei
and the second will be give ii or to the viciousness of the

i

«^.Plot,

J*°Ked,
» euneeday
evening of this week.

themselves.
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A
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Editor Democrat:
You will not find my name on your net
CHUBCHM.
of subscribers, though your paper makes
-e™d Congregational Church. Rev. Β- 8
the
I ns a weekly call, but you will find
Albion
• name of
my mother'· cousin,
native
a
Frayer Meeting
; Chapman, who like heraelf is
of Parla, and forwards ns the Democrat.
It is of course natural for them to take
Ε. Ange»
some reason
I great interest in it, but for
1 also look forward with much pleasure
for its coming, and always read it pretty
much all over. I think it Is because it is
such a good paper, and I like the chatty,
13KW M.; Social Evening Mm\ng, 7K» I^M·
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening, class meeting familiar way in which your correspondents express themselves.
I have always particularly liked
"John'a Letters," and a ehort time ago
something in one of them interested me
stated «mm».
so much that I think I must write to
inΚ A Λ M. Reeular raeetlnsof 0*iord ï-of·'®!
you about it and see if it would
No 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Ενβαΐηκ ο
terest you or any of your readers, or
to the
pernaps you might pass this over
redoubtable John himself, though be
seems to have his bands full already.
No.
Wednesday evening aftei
It is all about the mention of one Harfull
_Norwa. I,odge.—Regular meeting riet Pompilly, which was what aroused
in 6.1.1 Follows'
every
first time in
ray attention—probably the
all my faithful reading of your paper
that a familiar name has caught my eye.
I have in ray possesion an old volume,
the first of two bearing the cheerful
Ι".—Reeular «<· I.
title, "Meditations and Contemplations
Among the Tombs," composed by one
month. Lake Assembly, No. S3, l*. »·. secon
Rev. James Hervey, and published in
— ··' 1791. Its lively and inspiring title does
not however constitute its charm for me,
it is declaron the first Tucs<lay Evening that resting on the fact that
sew G. A~R
Pomupon the fly leaf to be Harriet G.
In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon
the
pilly, her book. Said Harriet was
No. m. meete In daughter of Samuel Pompilly, If I have
Lwjge.
Wedhis
third
for
and
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first
the matter rightly, who married
wife my great grandmother HanSouth Paris Council. second
R. Hall every Tuesday nah Doten, the widow of Holmes Doten.
lo.'inoeu'at G
I have heard my mother say she lived
^ _K)m Tree Coiony, No. 193, meets
with Samuel Pompilly and his wife a
Mcond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
short time in her childhood, and she
« r—Norway Commandery, No. 247. tells
many amusing anecdotes concernof
evenings
meets second and fourth Thursday
ing them. She says he was an immense-Oxford Ca-tle. No. Î. meet·» In Rycr- ly large man and his wife a tiny old
son hail, first and third Tl.urs.lay evenings of
lady. He said when they married she
each month.
the
good and he the least

«Γ* ΐΤΑ-.eSBW»· «?Sï

HAY, FARMING TOOLS

AND AI-L STOCK

Another Harriet Pompilly.

NORWAY.

Paris.

*ToMd»:

EXCKPT ON· HORSB

thunder shower whicl I
During
passed over Parie a little before mid
night Friday night, lightning struck th«
barn of Austin P. Stearns at Maple Farm
one mile north of Paris Hill, and the en
tire set of buildings, except the brick
walls of the main house and a small
storehouse standing apart from the
other buildings, was totally destroyed.
Two horses, eighteen head of cattle, and
a number of swine perished in the flames.
Over a hundred tons of hay, all the
farming tools, harnesses, and most oi
the carriages went up in smoke, all that
was saved outside of the house being
one horse and two of the least valuable
of the wagons. A good part of the
furniture of the house was got out, but
necessarily in a damaged condition.
The shower, of which there was no
suggestion in the air at country bedtime,
came up after 11 o'clock, and the lightning was so near and so continuous as to
cause apprehension in many minds. Mr.
Stearns partially dressed and went down
stairs to cut out his telephone. Returning up stairs, he thought he would not
go back to bed until the shower had
passed, and sat down on the edge of tho
bed. He had been sitting there only a
minute or so when the bolt struck the
barn. The shock was sufficient to throw
him back on to the bed, but he quickly
recovered and got to the barn as soon as
a severe

indefinitely possible.
He found

expected

meeting

Work of Lightning

■
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noV
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the inside of the barn a
mass of fire, and some of the animals of
his stock already stretched on the floor.
He succeeded in getting out his driving
horse, but the other two horses were
prostrate. He managed to unhitch three
of the cattle, but was unable to get them
out before the tiro drove him out of the
barn, ami he had to jump out of a winDelightful corn weather. The growers
dow to save himself.
of sweet corn are pleased.
There are only a few near neighbors, I
The September term of the Norway
but such as there are were quickly at
Court was held by
hand. Tho flames spread so rapidly Municipal
Davis on the first day of the month.
through the long shed connecting the ! John Judkins, mail messenger, does a
house and barn, that there was no
etroko at farming. He will have
chance of saving anything except from good one hundred
bushels of potatoes
about
the house. By the time the first comand a barn filled with hay besides lots of
ers from Paris llill arrived, the barn and
other farm produce. After » drive of
shed were a mass of flame, with the roofs
miles each day he has done
twenty-four
fire
fallen in. and the
pouring agaiust his own
hirine, even in hayinf,,
farming,
was
which
the
of
walls
brick
the
house,
but for a few days.
smoke.
with
rapidly tilling
Co. D boys report a week of work at
There was time to remove the larger
muster this year, little sleep and lots of
part, though not all, of the contents of work
the house, but of course in damaged
The town schools will commence on
condition, as, besides the breakage inciSeptember 21st, with the folMonday,
an
iusufwork
by
Jcntal to such hurried
of teachers.
assignment
lowing
carbe
to
had
ticient force, everything
Ylll se nigh. Principal—V. M. Whitman.
ried out into the heavy rain which conSubmaster—Ρ- E. Hathaway.
tinued for an hour. The breakago was
,\*M<tant—Grace R. BlckneU.
Ninth Grade—Açne» Ε. Sanborn.
not lar^ie, considering the circumstances.
Eighth Grade—" lnnlfred Ladd.
The fire burned very clean, and so
Seventh Grade-Annie
at a
observers
the
of
some
that
Grifllth.
Gra-le—Grace L ^
~lith
rapidly
Fifth Grade—Ella Η Irish.
listance could hardly believe it was a
Β
Shedd·
Grade—Co™
Fourth
large set of buildings, so quickly did the
Thirl Grade—Battle E. Crapln.
light die down.
Primaries.
Middle-Gertrude Gardner.
υ,,,^Γ—Mercy Ε Mlllett.
An article of some length regarding
1 <)trpr Sadie E. Mlllett
Mr. Stearns and his farm, reproduced
Town. Swift's Corner—Minnie A. Cox.
from the Maine Farmer, was published
nnt'<r—Kate M. Towne.
YaKger—Ressle B. Towne.
iu the Democrat's agricultural departLake-Llxxle <>. Laeselle.
ment only a few weeks since, and will be
IMkc mil-Alice 1> Gammon.
recalled by most of our readers. Tho
ρτνΦΐ Rliljre—I*. AtllliWe Chftplln·
Alice Wltherlll.
house, which was of brick, and commlllettvHle— Llxate M Jehoj0"·
,
monly known as the Gen. Hubbard Noble's
I. Shedd.
Corner—Josephine
house, was built about 1810, and was at
rhapel—Augusta A. French.
in
town.
Pierce Neighborhood—I hlllp F. Stone.
the time one of the finest houses
Holt—Lola W. Frost.
Γ he other buildings, including the 110built
been
Robert Young and wife, Lizzie \ oung,
by
foot barn, have largely
Mr. Stearns since he occupied the farm, of Oxford, were found guilty of maintaining a nuisance, Monday, by Judge
#nd were extensive and well stocked.
There was an insurance of $2·">00 on Davifiand «-oteoced to jail for .l.ty
tho buildings and their contents, which days. Upon payment of costs the jail
will fall short of covering the loss by at sentence was suspended.
Ethel Teaco will work for Mrs. V. W.
[east $2000.
Mr. Stearns anil his family have stored Ilills during the next season s work. She
their goods in the Farrar house, owned
«.β first
by Hon. E. L. Parris, on Paris Hill, and
»re staying with the family of his father,
artor a
wiiai hh
S. P. Stearns, at South l'ans.
Mrc
Wileon's home in this
ivill do about rebuilding is not yet fully
left for Ilartford, Conn., Thurslecided.

evening^
Τ?,

eSKh G°E

sought

Kr&FUII-X

The

County

Fair.

The following is the programme of the

sixty-first exhibition of the Oxford
bounty Agricultural Society, which will
!κ· held on the grounds between South
Taris and Norway, Tuesday, Wednesday
ind Thursday of next week, Sept. 15, 10
md 17 :

FIRST

DAT.

anil

In the forenoon, entering
ni'l artlc'cs for exhibition.
In the afternoon, races.
3.00 ρ m.—Base ball
SECOND 1>AT.

arranging stock

General exhibition of nest stock an·! horses.
n
:1
M.—Committees' Examtnatlo or Town
Team* ami llenler
Drawing steere.
Drawing horse·» (In paire), 1000 to 1200
loumis.
!·.:«) a. M.—Committee»' Examination In Nob.
to 15 Inclusive.
ΙΟ.ΌΟα m —All other Committees' Kxamlnailon.
10:30 a. M .—Green horses shown by owuer.
11:00 A. M.—Work horses.
1 no p. m.— Kaces.
1 00.—Drawing oxen, 6 ft. β In. ami lees.
Drawing horses (in pairs) 1200 to 1400 poumls.
THIRD

η oo a.

DAT.

m—Drawing oxen, 7 ft. ami over; fol-

owlne, overt! ft. 0 In. ami lees than 7 ft.
in oo a. m —Par·1 le of premium stock.
10:30 a. M.—Buse ball.
Drawing horse», sweepstakes.
Drawing oxen, sweepstakes.
Cents' ilrlvlng horses.
1 Λ» p. m.—Annual meeting of eoclcty.
Kacrs.
Or-ler of exercises may be changed.

The programme of races is:
FIRST DAT.

At 1 KM
2:50 class—Purse, $100.
2.20 class—Purse, *200.
SKCOND
AT

2 40
2:30
2:23

1 K10

P. M.

DAT.
P. M.

class—Purse, #10o.
class—Puree, #150.
clae»—Puree, #200.

THIRD DAT.
At 9:00 A. M.

Gents' Driving Horses—Purse, #35.
At 10KM) A.M.

2 35

class—Purse, #100.
At 1:30

P.

M.

class—Purse, #200.
Krcc-for-all—Puree, #250.
W. J. Wheeler, president of the society, is superintendent of the grounds;
(I. D. Hammond, vice-president, superintendent of the hall; E. £. Andrews
aud W. O. Krothingham, superintendents
of horses; E. W. I'enley, J. W. Libby, C.
F. Millett, superintendents of cattle.
2:27

Solomon N. Cloudman.
Mr. Solomon N. Cloudman, in his

friend of the humorist Artemus
Ward, and for the past twenty-five years
a well known Lynn citizen, died Aug. 10,
aged 73. Ile was the son of Rev. Solo-

youth

a

The authorities have been vigorously
hunting for a man who made a crimithe
nal assault upon
nine-year-old
daughter of Albert Hamlin of Gorham.
Sheriff
on the afternoon of Aug. 2Stb.
Pennell and the town authorities offered
rewards for his arrest.
Friday afternoon Sheriff Pennell, accompanied by
Jailer Tucker of South Paris, went to
Greenwood and arrested Neal Dow
Brooks and took him to Portland, charged with the crime. He has not yet been
arraigned. Brooks is a boy not quite 18
years of age, of reputable parents, but
of a roving disposition.
niS LIFE

LAIN'S

SAVED

BY

AND

DIARRHŒA REMEDY.
"R. L. Byer, a well known cooper of
this town, says he believes Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhœa Remedy
He had
saved his life last summer.
been sick for a month with what the doctors call bilious dysentery, and could get
nothing to do him any good until ho
tried this remedy. It gave him immediate relief," says Β. T. Little, merchant, Hancock, Md. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Ox-

days recently.
Mrs. F. E. Drake is at Kittory for
few days' visit with her people.

Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Send for testimonials, free.
Address, F. J. Chenet Λ Co., Toledo, O.
«■Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the beat.

OWES HIS LIFE TO A NEIGHBOR'S
KINDNESS.
Mr. D. P. Daugherty, woll known
throughout Mercer and Sumner Counties, West Virginia, most likely owes his
life to the kindness of a neighbor. Ile
was almost hopelessly afflicted with diarrhoea; was attended by two physicians
who gave him little, if any, relief, when
a neighbor learning of his serious condition, brought him a bottle of Chamberand
Diarrhoea
lain's Colic, Cholera
Remedy, which cured him in less than
twenty-four hours. For sale by Slrurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford ;

Walter E. Foes, late of the firm of
Gilbert & Foss, will soon open the Steep
Falls grocery store.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Plummer of Idaho
Springs, Col., are the guests of Margaret
and Jennie Baker.
On account of the very low water in
the channel between the saw mill and
Crockett Bridge the steamer Pennesseewassee has been obliged to stop running.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal R. Eaton left for
Belfast Thursday where Mr. Eaton has
charge of the Belfast High School.
The formal opening of the Old Ladies'
Home Tuesday was a great success. The
house was filled with interested persons
nearly all day. Dinner was eerved in
generally
the dining-room and was
patronized. The gifts were of every
ι description but all useful and valuable.
Tbe home now contains a number of
or eight more
J old ladies and some six
are soon to enter.
Norway and South
! Paris citizens are much interested in the
undertaking as their contributions clear-

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Aroostook County will harvest 10,000,000 bushels of potatoes this fall, a quantity as large as the average crop in Irelaud, the chosen home of the potato.
Just now prices promise to rule low but
with so large a crop there must be much
money paid
now and spring.

out to the farmers between

I

show. Among the contributions were
j l.vHour,
provisions of all kinds, furniture,

STOMACH TROUBLE.
"I have been troubled with my stomach for the past four years," says D. L.
Beach, of Clover Nook Farm, Greenfield, Mass. "A few days ago I was induced to buy a box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. I have
taken part of them and feel a great deal

j
! papers, magazines and

15 conte the half

price,

cents the

pound sticks—25

pound. Fuse, beet—lc. per

Portland,
Keeley Institute
Munjoy Hill, is successfully
users.
and
drug
curing
" drunkards
in

The

Maine,

Will hold its 61st Exhibition

foot and caps 1 cent each.

on

Brooks has two handsome

junOSly

lamps

Born.

dispose of—Sell

to

on

for

$4.00—his price 13.00 each.

31, to the wife of Walter

In West Paris, Aug.
Emery, a son.
In Lovell, Aug. SO, to the wife of Β. E. Brown,

Call and

Woodstock, Aug., to the wife of Geo.
Curtis, a daughter.
In South Woodstock, Aug. 30, to the wife of
ΕΊ. Thurlow, a daughter.
In Norway, Aug 24, to the wife of Chas. D.
Ilcrrlrk, a son.
In Andover, Aug., to the wife of Lewis Alters,
a daughter.
In Andover, Aug., to the wife of Whitney
In South

Roberts, a daughter.
In Ruraf. nl Falls, Aug. 28, to the
Wlllard Johnson, Esq a son.

BROOKS—The

Pharmacist.

Next door to the Post

Office,

wife of O.

WHITE CROCKERY.
cups with handle and
saucer 6c. ; coffee cups extra large and

strictly firsts;

tea

etrong7c.;7 inch breakfast plates 5c.;

0 1-2 inch dinner plates 6c. ; pint bowls
5c.; oatmeal bowls 5c.; sauce dishes 3c.;
7 inch oval nappy 5c.; 9 inch round

I

J. Κ Chase, So. Paris.

the close of the programme

by

child,

redemption

of a

to

more

follow

? transportation, postage—In fact,
a host of things. Lie cannot get
? along without them. They are
"fixed
the
called
s> sometimes

can

life—a feast in fiction for
readers.
rti

ρ
?

Λ

(

b

?

orms?

I Dr.

needed

thins

one

Cloudman,

a

j

coats

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

If the expenses are 10 per cent
without advertising, make them
? 12 or 14 per cent with adver-

I

True's Elixir

b tlalng and double or quadruple
£ the business.—Men's Outfitter.

Λ
■ will expel wonnslf thryexlit.andprore»*·!!»·
■ able tonic If there are 110 wortui.
|»B. ». ΐ. TKl'EA CO., Anbain, Me.

Pall Suitings.

^

?
k

Ç

Tou

are

to

Invited

let

the

public know what you have
for aale through this paper.

: vîwîvîvî ;. :vt » λα.;

It is now about timo you were thinking of your Pall Suit. Are you bard to fit?
something a little different from the ready-made ones? We are making
Suits that look as well, fit better and are made better than the ready-made onee.
the
3ur dressmaker has just returned from Boston where she has been studying
to become you. We have a new line of the New
She will find a
Fall
)r

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM,

Cirante* and beautifies the hair,
l'romoiei » luxuriant (fiowtli.
Never Palls to Koto re Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cura K-alp diwaari k hair (ailing.
&Jc,and|l.uuat DniffiUU

FOR MALE.

Λ good cheap horse and a pair of I
second-hand double harnesses can [
be bought at a bargain.
O. W. PARSONS,
South Paris, Maine. J

Stray

like

Pall

styles.
Suitings

style
black, blue, green, and

to select from in

mixtures.

$1.50.
ZIBELINES in plain
in
suit
ÛOODS
Silk
STRIPE
and
patterns.
Fancy Camel's-hair
colors and mixtures, from 50c. to

Also

Cheviots, Serges, Camel's hair, Canvas,

etc.

New White MERCERIZED WAISTINQS in several patterns.
New PALL WAISTS in Cashmere, Mercerized and Silk.
One lot

(1.98.

heavy WHITE MERCERIZED WAISTS,

very

pretty and styliah,

Cattle.

Came into my field Sept. 2d, a
red cow and a red and white two
Owner can have
\ear old heifer.
them by proving property and pay-

ing charges.

I

One

Thing

at

a

Time

!

"I can't afford to advertise on
large scale," said a merchant
lately, "and with my varied stock

BUSINESS COLLEGE

a

LKW18TON, MAIN·
Whon you cnmc to think of going nwuyto
Rualnus* College send (or oar OATALOQ 250
Klcgunt Now Building
Students lint your. :

I wouldn't know where to begin
small scale."

on a

£

It I· a common fallacy that
the advertising out cover
the whole itoek.

of fact It never does,
with the most lavish advertisers, and. If It did, the result
In

point

even

2

LOST.

On the road between South Paris
and West Paris, a thin black shoulWill the finder please
der cape.
leave at the Democrat office.

time—something
moderately priced and meeting

article

at

a

the want of the

day—and push

Gold bowed
the finder

please

Will

Eye-glasses.
at

the

suitable

re-

leave them

Democrat Office and

NORWAY, MAINE.
F.

A.

a

given.

F.

81irBTL«EFF * CO.

Λ.

eHUBTLtF*

*

ιυ·

SUPPLIES.

SCHOOL

You will need Tablets, Pencils, Ink, Pen Holders and Pens,
Compoistion Books, Colored Crayons, Pencil Boxes, Rank
Books, &c., &c. We are prepared to supply your needs with the
finest assortment of these goods ever shown in Oxford County. The

prices

outfit,

LOST.

Jumble of prolixity.
policy Is to select one

would be a
The true

ISAAC TUCKER,

Buckfield, Maine, [

[

building

Our stock of these useful

one.

a

want.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

_

of

know him and that he hai
tometblng which they need

φ that at the people.—Philadelphia
money.
ward will be
Mrs. Emma Swan, after a sickness of
Record.
several months, has so far recovered «s
village streets
j to be able to be onShethe
Ton are Invited to try this
drives out nearly
the week.
( during
plan in our columns. Chance
soon be in
will
she
every day and says
your ad. with every issue.
! first-class health.
Buyers watch our columns
botter." If you have any trouble with
Norof
members
About
for β tire
seventy-five
!
etomach try a box of these Tablets.
Rebekah
and
your
O.
O.
I.
F.,
ol
members
Lodge,
way
of the charter
was one
the
with
to
be
are
certain
You
pleased
a basket picnic at Ira
Nnnepashemot Tribe of Red Men. Be- Lodge, enjoyed
Price 25 cents. For sale by
The result.
sides the widow, there are three children Harriman's Wednesday evening.
South
A
Shurtleff
Co.,
Paris; Stevens,
success.
thirteen
and
grandchildren.—Boston aflair was a great
Mrs. Effie B. Swan of Lynn, Mass., is Oxford; NoyeeDrug Store, Norway.
To the Honorable Board of Commissioner* of
Transcript.
the Courty of Oxford, Maine :
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The undersigned citizens of the town of WoodThe governor and council seem to be
on Whitman Street fora
Bacon,
Bcnj.
rk in tald county respectfully represent (hut
st
wat
who
Chas. E. Libby of Scarboro,
the
to
no
in
grant
pardon petition the roads In Bryant's Pond village ere without
few weeks.
hurry
and bounds, and respectfully pray that
supposed to have been drowned in Seba
salesa
now
metes
the
of
Charles
twentyMoore,
traveling
serving
Geo. A. Churchill,
returned
του will view said roads, banning at the June
go I,ake on the 15th of August,
man for the Pine State Shoe Company, five years' sentence in the state prison. tlon near tV, residence of A Men Chase to the G.
tc
asked
He
home last Monday night.
He was for a It was again laid on the table at the last T. R. land ; and from the R. R. crossing near the
was in town recently.
be admitted to the house of a neighboi
residence of John Titus to the top of the rise
time salesman for the Ε. E. Millet! session.
long
he
that
are
indications
but
near the upper R. R. semaphore and locate such
late at night,
Shoe Co.
mete» and bounds, or any part thereof aa you
had been taken in a team to his own
is
at
R.
Umbagop
Stephenson
take
Chambera
bilious
attack
George
For
may deem necessary.
home somewhat earlier. He is suffering
PAROID RO' FING
JOHN F. DEARBORN and others.
for
as
a
lake
partie*.
and
and
Liver
Tablets
guide
acting
lain's Stomach
from mental aberation, and has beei ,
is rebuilding hit
II.
Fred
Cummings
sale
For
is
certain.
cure
HAS THE GALL.
by
quick
able to tell nothing regarding his where
STATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
hot house in the rear of the uppei Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; Stevens,
The U. S. Government recently ordered
abouts during the two weeks he was ab
es
:
or
Oxford,
County
school house.
feet for shipment to Manila.
Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Board of County Commissioners, Sept. session, 1,300,000 square
sent. Whatever money and jewelry lit primary
The subscriber# have sold over 25,000 feet,
James Dunn was in Newburyport the
1908
had have disappeared, and there wer< ,
the month of June.
feet
th<
he
attended
during
where
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory 10,000
It ii first of the week
NOTICE.
The one-ply which cost· #2 25 per square Is
two cuts on the top of his head.
evidence having been received that the peUtlonof a sister.
and the two-ply fifteen
wedding
ten
,
hii
warranted
years,
the
will
into
for
he
Stolen
in
time
and
that
of
tbe
United
Ιιι the Dlstnrt Court
era are responsible,
Inquiry
regain
thought that
The Norway Public Library will b<
merits of their application is expedient, It IS years.
the IMstrlctof Maine. In Bankruptcy.
normal condition, but what happenec closed all
1
We have subjected It to some very severe tests
tbe
th<
moet
10th,
Commissioners
the
of
Wednesday,
that
In
matter
tbe
County
Ordered,
day
)
rlth most excellent results.
to him, and where he has been, are etil I
Kdward H. Wehtwohth, 5 In Bankruptcy.
at the Ulcn Mountain House In Bryant's Pond
second day of the Oxford County fair.
We also have the rfapomaat Bad Rope
ot Rumford, Bmkrupt. )
village. In aald Woodstock, on Tuesday, October
mysteries.
manufactured by the same company.
At the annual meeting of Oxforc [
m.
Oeolaf,
a.
In
To the creditors of E'lwarU H Wentworth
13th, 1908, at nine of the clock
low priced root which will
a
No. 18, F. and A. M., Frida; the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
and thenoe proceed to view the toute men. This maies very
Lodge,
or more. Samples etc. free f η aplast
Ore
aftei
years
STRAIN.
of
A
>
the
20th
THE RENEWAL
Notice la hereby given that on
Uoned In aald petition; Immediately
day
evening, the usual report· were mad' Jane,
A. D. 1908, the sai l Edward H Wentworth which view, s bearing of the partie· and plication.
Vacation is over. Again the schou 1 and business transacted. Work in th< s was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrsi their witnesses will be had at some convenient
j third
Following tbe election ο meeting of ωβ creditors will be neld at tho Court place In the vicinity, and such other measure*
bell rings at morning and at noon, agaic
degree.
to abou t House, tn South Carls, on the tfd day of Sept. taken In the premises aa the Commissioners shall
with tens of thousands the hardest kin* 1 officers supper was served
thai
wer ) A. D. 1908, at 10o'clock In tbe forenoon,at whlct judge proper. And It Is further Ordered,
Afeat·.
of work has begun, the renewal of whicl 1 seventy-five. The officers elected
time the said creditor· may attend, prove tbeli notice of tne time, place and purpose of the Com
MAINE.
all
ex
•utVTn PARI·.
to
strain
all
to
and
be
is a mental
as follows:
given
claim*, appoint a trustee, examine tbe bankrupt mlssloners' meeUng aforesaid
physical
an·! transact such other business as may proper
persons and corporations interested, by causing
W. M.—.Mliert J. Stearns.
cept the most rugged. The little gir
ordei
and
of
this
of
said
said
attested
come
before
petition
meeting.
copies
ly
8. W.—Charles Ρ Barnes,
that a few days ago had roses in he r
thereon to be served upon the Clerk of the
South Paris, Sept. 5,1805.
J. W.—Herbert Γ. Andiewa.
We Do all Kind· of....
G BO. A. WILSON.
Town of Woodstock, In said County, and als<
checks, and the little boy whoee lip s
M. Smith.
Tn
i.
towi
Referee In Bankruptcyposted up In three public placea In aald
were then so red you would have insist
Sec.—Howard I» Smith.
and published three weeks successively In the Ox
Trustee· of Charity Fund—Β. F. Blcknoll. li
JOB PRINTING.
ed that they had been "kissed by strav
ford Democrat a newspaper printed at Parla li
D. Smith and Δ. J. Stearin.
aald County of Oxford, the Brat of aaldpubll
SOTICE.
berries," have already lost something c f
t<
other
is
of
the
each
notices,
and
Now
health.
cations,
of
Atwood 4 ForbM, South Pari·.
the appearance
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that slw
be made, served and posted, at least tblrtj
r- !
has been duly appointed executrix of the las
time when many children should be gli
of meeting, to the end thai
sicknet
before
said
time
severe
and
days
suffer
pain
will and testament of
a
Why
FABffI FOB SALE·
en a tonic, which may avert much seriou
all persons and corporations may then and then
WIT.LI A M CHURCHILL, late of Summer.
from Bowel Complaints, when At
and ahew cause, If any they have, whj
trouble, and we know of no other β ο NOLD'S BALSAM stops one and curt Β tn tbe County of Oxford, deceased. Al appear
in Oxford, about S 1-3 mile· from
Situated
b<
should
not
said
of
petitioners
8
λ
having demands against the estât the prayer
South Pail·. Small term, good buildings, and
11 persons
highly to be recommended is Hood
tl e the other. It has been successfully nse of said deceased are desired to pre son I granted'
state of cultivation, on B. t. D. root·.
which
In
Clerk.
r.
strengthens
Attest
WHITMAN,
good
.-CHARLES
Sarsaparilla,
Warranted to give satii ι- the same for settlement, and all lndebte* II A true
i- for fifty years.
copy of said Petition and Order ο Γ Inquire of
to make
nerve·, perfects digestion and assimili
thereto are requested
payroeo t Court thereon.
NANCY 8. THOMAS, at premises,
faction or money refunded by F. J
Immediately.
tion, and aids mental development t y Shurtleff à Co., South Parie, Maine.
Or, Javm 8. W Rio ht, South Paria.
ATTMTMJHABLK8 Γ. WHITMAN, Clerk.
ADD1E
L.
COLBT.
1906.
August 7th,
np the whole system.

Methodist clergyman,
and was born at South Paris, Me. After
to
Miss Lucinda Judmarriage in 1851
kins at Norway, Me., he lived at Lancaster, Ν. II., and later at Portland, Me.
He was a carriage painter. He was
affiliated with Ancient Landmark Lodge,
F. aud A. M., of Portland, and in Lynn
mon

place

H.

1·

pnbllelty—«hat people should
or

is needed

£

Man oliililren are troubled with worms,
Γ
Slany
f
andtref
andtreatcd fur sotuetium else. A few doe·· of

m

The

now one

wide range of patterns and fabrics.
and several shades of olive. Prices
oxfords
Blacks,
run from $6 to $15.

charges" of the business. But
g having all those expenses does
·/ not bring business.

charming love stories and othets
picturing some phase of Ameriour

the

embraces

j>

—

Even

shortly.

evening use. The weather will be growing
cooler. A light weight overcoat is an indispensable
garment for fall and spring use. Nothing else takes
for

î

Our Next Short Story
are

will be needed

Everj retail merchant must
have a store as well as a stock

λ and pay rent or its equivalent.
? He must buy beat, light, service,

the love of a little

will be

There

A Fall Overcoat

FIXED EXPENSES
?

the

on

days.

second and third

45

of the

had.

ever

Paris, going east and west, after

·>

Telling

BITION the Society has

Special trains will leave South

By E. Livingston Prescott
convict

This will be the BEST EXHI-

footed nappy 10c.

36 years.
In Kast \ndover, Aug. 27, Infant son of Mr.
ami Mrs. Bob Crooker.
In Harbor, Aug. 20, Fred A. Farrington, aged
40 \ oars, 4 months.
In Fryeburg. Aug., Mrs. Susan C., wife of
Samuel C- Gordon.
In Frycburg, Aug 30, Enoch 8. Chase, aged
6:» ve* re.
In Norway, Aug. 21, Delia Bedard, aged 37
years, 11 months, 21 days.
In Bethel, Aug. 30. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Barker, aged 3 months, 19 days.

C

-

tableware, imported,

Common white

In West J'arle, Sept 2, by Rev. D. F. Nelson,
Mr. Ora H. Marston and Miss Gertrude L.Bacon,
both of West Pails.
In West Paris, Sept. 2, at the home of the bride,
of West Bowdoln, Mr.
by Rev Z. J. Wheeler
Ernest R. Jackson ami Miss Retta C. Berry,
both of West Paris.
In llebroo, Aug. 29. by Rev. S. D. Richardson,
Mr. Fred Leroy Maxim and Miss Grace Melvena Rumpus, both of Kuckfleld.
In South Waterford, Aug. 2β, by Rev. L. F.
McKlnncy, assisted by Rev. Mr. Markley, Mr.
Lester Shaw of Dorchester, Mass, and Ml-β
Ethel Nelson of South Waterford
in Norway, Aug. 20, by Rev. B. F. Flrkctt,
Mr. Henry 8. Osbourne and Mrs. MariA E. Blckford, both of Norway.

grounds between

SEPTEHBER

South Paris, Me.

Married.

its

South Paris and Norway,

them.

see

a son.

ford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

a

low

OXFORD COUNTY

I
Society
Agricultural

percent-

For blasting—Iligh

AWO,j

H ill's

CHAMBER-

COLIC, CHOLERA,

John McTaggart, aged about 45 years,
who for years has been employed as
haggage master between Belfast and
Burnliam, was instantly killed, Friday,
He was struck
near the Unity station.
in the head while riding on the steps of
p'ace,
a
a car, by
pipe extending from a donday.
The train was moving
engine.
key
relatives
At the family reunion of the
who left a widow,
McTaggart,
rapidly.
week
last
of the late David R. Holden
son and daughter, was one of seven sons,
after
elected
the following officers were
all employed on the Maine Central
a most pleasant day passed at the old Railroad.
River:
on
Crooked
mill site
I'reel'ient— n. o. Holden.
A REMARKABLE RECORD.
See.—Delia Κ Gllea.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has a
Trt'as —Ii-nnle M Howe.
Committee on (entertainment—C. C. Kroet, remarkable record.
It has boon in use
Alice Knightly. anil Herman lltll.
for over thirty years, during which time
Committee on (lefreithm<'ntft—Nellie M. Gur·
manv million bottles have been sold and
noy, Iza V. Allen ami Laura A. Everett.
used. It has long been the standard and
John M. Cummings has become the
main reliance in the treatment of croup
proprietor of the Allen boarding house. in thousands of homes, yet during all
has
been
repairhouse
thoroughly
The
this time no case has ever been reported
ed, papered and painted, and John in- to the manufacturers in which it failed
tends to run a first class house and
to effect a cure. When given as soon as
make it pay for both himself and the
the child becomes hoarse or even as soon
boarders.
as the croupy cough appears, it will preA party of about a dozen from Oxford
vent the attack. It is pleasant to take,
Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., visited
children like it. It contains no
Granite Lodge, No. 182, at West Paris many
or other harmful eubstance and
They report a opium
Wednesday evening.
may bo given as confidently to a baby as
tirst class visit.
For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
to an adult.
I Mr. and Mrs. True D. Penley of AuSouth Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
burn were in town a few days since with
friends. They moved from Norway to Drug Store, Norway.
Mr. Penley
Auburn some years ago.
Augustus Fogg, aged SO, a trimmer
has a first-class farm near the city.
in the Bangor light departemployed
and
Stone
P.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ment, was killed on the 29th of August
to
a
are
enjoying trip
daughter Beatrice
while trimming a light. He came in
! Mr. Stone's former home in Jay. They contact with a high power wire and fell
ten
or
a
week
for
trip.
days'
left Monday
from the cross arm to the pavement, 20
I
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Wilson of Con;
bis skull being fractured and his
Holden feet,
A.
Mrs.
and
Mary
Mass.,
cord,
body otherwise mutilated. Fogg leaves
were in town a few
of
Acton,
Mass.,
I
a widow and two sons.

I

IS!

evil. He was a man much respected,
and his advice in business and town
affairs often consulted.
Died.
Perhaps John's Harriet might like to
look up her namesake, and John will
I η South Paris, Sept. β, Mrs. Martha Carsley !
no doubt be dismayed at the thoughts Ruck, wife of Samuel Stowe, aged 84years.
Bassell,
In Denver, Colo, Aug., Lyman W
of two of 'em.
formerly of South Bethel, aged nearly 77 years.1
Samuel Pompilly lived in Turner.
In Ea-t lllram, Sept. 3, Frank C. Day, aged
With kindest wishes for the success of 37 years.
In Brooklyn, Ν Y., ^ ug. 23, Sarah Jane Harts
the Democrat, I am yours very truly,
horn, widow of Edwin P. Mlllett, formerly of
Addy Livingston.
Paris
Locust Grove Farm, Pomfret, Vt.,
In Grnftou, Aug. 26, Helen E. Wood.
In Fryebu'g, Aug. 28, Eva Dell Wa;ker, aged
Aug. 22, 1003.

JudKe

J*™·1*·

greatest

Dyna*» I

of Ohio, Citt or Toledo, j..
I
Lucas countt.
Frank J. Chevet make·ioath that be Urthe
J.
CHIUKT «
F.
firm
of
the
of
senior partner
Co doing business in the City of Toledo, Coondm will
said
and
that
aforesaid.
Si
ate
an-1
ty
for
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLAB8
each and every oaae of Catarrh that cannot be
Cure.
Catabbh
Hall's
of
cured by the tue
Frank J. Chknbt.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In m»
A.D. 18H8.
presence, this 6th day of December,

Stat*

At the

a little money to buy a full
most any of these articles.
for
pays

too are such that it takes

ic., 3c., 5c.,
of

or loc.

Pharmacy

only

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

F.

A.

SnUBTLEFF * CO.

BLUE

F.

▲.

8BUBTLEFF * CO.

STORES·

Styles, Fall 1903.

The new styles of FALL and WINTER
CLOTHING have arrived and we are waiting
The Oxfor you to call and look them over.
ford County Fair is almost here. You will need
a NEW SUIT, HAT or OVERCOAT and
some FURNISHINGS to wear while you attend.
Why not examine our stock? Let us
show you and tell you what we can do. We
feel confident of pleasing you.
If we can't,
We make our clothing fit you
then don't buy.
and stand behind it long after you have paid for
it. We sell Kirschbaum's Vitals Brand, T. S.
& Co., and other leading makes of Suits and
Coats at $5 to $i3. A Urge variety of patterns,
correct styles.
OUR HATS cannot be excelled for style and quality. Lamson & Hubbard Hate, $3, C. R. C. and other brands, 50c.
to $3.25.
We make a specialty of Youths' and
Children's Suits. Youths' Suits, $5 to $ia.
Children's Suits cut Norfolk and 3-piece "Little
Giants" and "Widow Jones" makes, $1.50 to
$7. Make our stores your head quarters ciuring
the fair. Leave your bundles, we will gladly
care for them.

F. H. NOYES

CO.,

Ivers k Pond Pianos.
The CtHMcrratery

Eipuds.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since It was founded in 1353 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers «I Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers Λ
With the expansion inTond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board ot directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
aif^>roduct would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

J From

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,

County,

South Paris, Oxford

Me.

m

Φ

RICHARDS,

S.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the
le eoQolteU. Address : Editor Homkmakkm'

OPTICIAN,

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

ijOLOKVi Oxford Democrat, Parle, MaIiwj.

m

HILLS,

1. A famous Scottish hero.
2. A range of mountains in South
America.
3. A famous American poet.
4. A Swiss who delivered his counretry from the Austrian yoke and

Il»
NORWAY, MAINE.
mis

RE V Ε DV
la

to

iur«

CATARRH

■JH*.

«iv·

Ely's Cream Balm

membrane.
and
catarrh
:iway a cold

It

stored Its independence.
5. A name borne by the king of England.
β. A Frenchman notorious at the
time of the French revolution.
7. One of fhe host and wisest of the
ancient Greeks.
8. A brave Rritish king, who was
taken prisoner by the Romans in the
reign of the Emperor Claudius.
0. The name of a very ancient Greek

^
drives
In the····—-——cures

ÎSMfWUCOLD1*' HEAD I
_

No. 202.—Syncopation».
The man who gives will disappear;
You sw the passageway;
And what was once a hank of yarn
Is In your hand today.

of
protect» the Membrane. Restores the Senses
Taste and Smell. Full Size, 50 ceuts. at l»rugTrial size 10 cents, by mall.
or by mall.
LY BROTHERS, 5C. Warren Street, New \ ork.

Ïsts
Anrnne sending a «ketch nnd description may
an
quickly *s<T»rtitin our opinion free whether
Intention is prohahly patentable. Cummunln»·
ttooa strict iTCouUUentlal. Handbook on Patent*
sent fr*«·. Oiliest atency for securing patents.
Patents tako'i through Muuu a Co. receive
fjif ui: turtle», without cnaiye. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.*rtfest circulation of any scientific tournai. Terms. »3 a
newsdealers.
year : four month·, #L Sold by all

New York
& Co.361®""*—·
MUNN
ashtu^tun, D.
Bnmch Otflce· Q6 F St,

horses for sale.
worked

been

IN SHOE FACTORY.

are

to learn the shoe busi-

opportuuity

positions
capable boys.
Good

ness.

smart,

Apply at

once

open to

are

Severe Liver

to

Complaint—

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

Couldn t Eat without

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Distress—
Quickly Cured

NASH,

J. WALDO

ο

ο

ο

ο

10

From 1 to 2, to delight In; from 3 to
a personal pronoun; from 3 to 4, to
burn with a hot liquid; from 4 to 2. a
measure of time; from 3 to 5. shadow;
from 4 to <», compact; from 5 to 0, the

from 5 to 0, before.

Poet.

material, or better still, no trimming
being used. A medium-length coat
even without facings of silk, a bonnet
with long veil, worn, as a rule, back
from tho face, and a small veil edged
with crepe and made of thin net over the

the conventional costume. For
widows the transparent cuffs and collars
of white are permissible, and are usually
much more becoming than all black.
Crepe-trimmed gowns for houso or
street, or entire gowns of crepe, are exceedingly smart; and are often seen,
crepe being the material at present
which, let people say what they will, is

face,

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

invariably associated with mourning.—

Work

SOUTH PARIS.
our

does the
picture suggest?—New York Tribuue.
What

poofs

name

No. 20».—Subtraction.

Take four from living uud leave α
drink.

Interest»

Salary
Ox for I and adjacent counties.
oommleelon. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY.
Cleveland. Ohio
In

great

or

Washing and Ironing Wanted.

Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.
Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

South Paris.

So. 267.—Floral

Kniiriiian.

1. The author of the "Marble Faun."
2. The chimes of a noted cathedral.
3. The signet of a monarch of Israel.
The

U

roQu

ON

tion of beauty with paints, powders and
veils. Take plenty of exercise, stand
erect, sit.erect. When you speak, let
your voice possess volume and energy.
When you think, think freshly.
Don't say you haven't time for the

to
nap after luncheon will do more
eradicate wrinklos than all the beautiliers in the world.
Don't think that a life of ease and
luxury is essential to preserving youthful, delicate looks. A certain amount
of work and exercise is necessary to
keep the muscles firm and elastic and
the tlesh hard.
Don't let go of love or love of romance.
They are amulets against wrinkles. Not
all of the world's homage is poured at
the feet of girlhood.
Don't fancy that the dew of youth,
with its complexion of roses, is alone
A woman's
able to inspire passion.
best and richest years are from thirty"sweet
saw
about
six to forty. The old
sixteen" is exploded.
Don't be glum if you want to be
young. Dance and sing and, above all,
laugh. Hide, drive, row, swim and
walk a mile—or make it three—daily.
Keep your heart young and thus defy
Father Time.
Don't be afraid that some one will say,
"Why, she goes about like a yong girl !"
If you feel light and easy in motion why
be staid, moping, artificial because you
are supposed to bo so, being no longer

The llenMon.

He—I wonder why it is that men succeed who only mind their own busi-

petition.—Life.

Wool Carpets

RÛSINRSS COLLEGE

UimSTON. ΜΛ1ΝΒ
to
conn· to tiii-sk of going away

H" I!} ou
Busittc * College send ioronr CATALOG 250
Students last your. : Κ levant X'ow Building

to close out odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

sissippi.

No. 252.—A Well Known Maxim: A
contented mind Is a continual feast.
No. 253.—Substitutions: Level, lever,
levee.
No. 254.—A Concealed L*oet: Initials—
The Bells. Finals—Edgar Poe. l.The-y.
2. Illd-e. 3. Egg-s. 4. Boa-t. 5. Ear-n.
ϋ. Lop-e. 7. Leo-n. 8. Sue-t.
No. 255.—Charade: I'ctuon. straight

bald. bold. bolt.
No. 257.—Terminations:

Hermitage.
Orphanage. Vicarage. Parsonage. Assemblage. Patrouage. Passage. Pack-

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Key to the Pussier.
No. 231.—What States? 1. Indiana.
2. Rhode Island. 3. Tennessee. 4. Mis-

(demonstrate).
No. 250.—Transformations: I. Prey,
pray, play, flay. Hag. 2. Yard. bard,

Sts.,

Builders' Finish I

Also Window & Door Frames.

Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarse-

Ε. W. COVtDLER,

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
81m or Style at reasonable prices.
If In want of any kind of Fin lu h for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
sale.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for

E.

W.

West Sumner.

CHANDLER,
.....

Maine.

horses, two-seated carriages,
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
20

Home Telephone Call. 103-5.
Andrews House Stable Call, 10S-U.

Black Stallion,

DECORATE,
"Every

Inch

a

King."

record a 109.
By
Dam, Jewel, dam of Lord March,
a :ιι ι-a, and Point Dexter, a :ai 1-3.
Send for circular.
Dare

Devil,

W. J Wheeler,

South Paris,

WauiaundJcer's

Beginning

The number of men who fall
account of lack of courage
le enormous. The number who
would refuse to let go of a dol-

on

Livery Slock lor Sale !

Main·

young?

age.

No. 258.—Half Square: 1. Propel. 2.
Rabid. 3. Obit. 4. Pit. 5. Ed. β. L.
No. 250.—Anagram Verse: Charlestowu.
No. 2ϋ0.—Decapitations: 1. B-east. 2.
S-l-edge. 8. S-hovel. 4. S-crew. 5. C-ape.

lar If they knew positively that
It would briug back two Is as-

tonishing. Such men merely ex·
let They d .-n't lire. They never
really amount to anything.

The men who win are the men
who think out tlio right course
to pursue and thou buck up their
convictions with their last penny
and their last ounce of euergy.
The first goods John Wanamaker «ver sold brought him
196. He delivered hie goods
He colIn a wheelbarrow.
lected the I3t and went directly to a newspaper office
and planked it down for ad·

▼ertlalng space.

Some men would have spent
$1.50 for some cheap dodgers and
the rest. They would
wheelbarrow merchant» today—Shoe and Leather
"saved"

have

been

Facts.
If

Don't be envious or disheartened or
impatient. Those evil habits make ugly
linos in the face. Do gentle, kind, generous things without thought of return.
Don't think there is intense respectability in being rather ugly because you
No old person has a right to be
are old.
ugly. She has had all her life in which
to grow beautiful.—Washington Star.
A

and all bronchial diseases. Refuse
F. A. Shurtlefl & Co.,
substitutes.
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ness

aa

were

here, he

Mac

wo mid

ad-

Warning Against Cheap

Furni-

ture.
It is one of the saddest sights in our
modern life to see a young couple, when
starting to furnish a home, go out
with good money and buy bad furniture.
It is positively nothing short of criminal
furniture
for cheap department and
stores to be allowed to sell the furniture
which is being offered to-day in our
great cities. Young people are attracted
to this rubbish because of cheap prices.
Every stick of the furniture offered at
these stores is cheaply put together,
and by glue and thick coats of veneer is
made only to eell. It barely gets into
the new house before it falls apart, and
what was thought to be a cheap purchase turns out to be a very expensive
investment. It is strange that folks cannot get it through their heads that a
bed, a table and two chairs, honestly
made, are cheaper at sixty dollars than
one of those fearful concoctions known
as "bedroom suits" which are sold at
forty dollars and eighty-three cents.

Gus—"The idea of his saying I had
more money than brains! Quite ridicuso?"
Gus—"Of
lous!" Jack—"That
course.
Why I haven't got a cent."

Jack—"Well?"

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Broino-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.
"You are a peach," said the callow
youth, "and good to eat." "You also
are good to eat," responded the maid in
blue. "Am I a peach, too?" "No, a
lobster."

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the diskidneys sound so they will elimi-

eased

F. A.
nate poisons from the blood.
Shurtlefl & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

"We ought to send the minister away
for hie health." "What! His sermons
Finding some creamed potatoes and
are an hour long now, and what would soft boiled eggs on the sideboard, it occurred to me that the combination would
they be when he came back?"
be good. I had the eggs hard-boiled
or
of
results
Avoid serious
kidney
and when sliced, alternated layers of

bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid- them with creamed potatoes and seasonney Cure. F. A. Shurtlefl A Co., South ing, using seasoning over each layer of
seasonParis. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
eggs, the potatoes being already
ed, and letting the first and last layers
Mrs. Sharp—"What is a great, stout
[ be potatoes. Bread crumbs would
healthy man like you begging for?" make a nice top layer, too.—Good
mum."
two
cents,
Butters—"Only
Bulky

me

works,"

how it

WOMEN'S
^WOES.

HOW THE MAN WHO THOUGHT HE
KNEW IT ALL WAS FOOLED.
Worked the

Way tfc·

Housekeeping.

Washington department store buyer
who makes frequent trips to New York.
"Up to a certain day last week, for example, I bad a pretty thorough understanding with myself that there was no
old kind of a New York bunko game
that I'd bite on. I'd been going to New
York too often and for too long a time
for anything like that. Well, listen.
"A week ago Monday morning last I
was standing after breakfast on the
Thirty-sixth street side of the Marl-

THE GENUINE VS. COUNTERFEITS.
The genuine is always better than a
counterfeit, but the truth of this statement is never more forcibly realized or
more thoroughly appreciated than when
you compare the genuine DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve with the many counterfeits
and worthless substitutes that are on
the market. W. S. Ledbetter, of Shreveport, La., says: "After using numerous
other remedies without benefit, one box
in New York, taking à
(if DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured borough hotel,
out
me." For blind, bleeding, itching and sun bath for myself and mapping
Two or
protruding piles no remedy is equal to my programme for the day.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F. three other men were standing near me
A. ShurtlefT & Co.
doing the same.
"Our attention was laeily enlisted as
see
I
then
and
Son—"Pa, every now
we stood there by the epectacle of a
'rulthe
about
in
the
papers
something
boy wearing a chef's cap and apron
ing passion." What is it anyway?" Pa
recklessly swinging an empty crockery
the
around
a
cautious
apartglance
(after
The boy was
ma is badly pitcher above his head.
a
diseaee-your
ment)—"It's
afflicted with, my son."
rigged up like a hotel kitchen apprentice.
"
THE PLEASURE OF EATING.
4Whnt Infernal whelps most boys
(
Persons suffering from
indigestion, are, anyhow!' remarked a sporty lookwill
trouble
stomach
other
dyspepsia, or
ing man standing near me to a plain
find that Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
looking Individual who was standing
what you eat and makes the stomach
of him. 'Now, Just look at
sweet. This remedy is a never failing alongside
that cub fooling with that pitcher. Iffl
cure for Indigestion and Dyspepsia and
and smash It
all complaints affecting the glands or a cinch that he'll drop It
membranes of the stomach or digestive to smithereens before he gets to Sevtract. When you take Kodol Dyspepsia enth avenue.
"
Cure everything you eat tastes good, and
Oh. I dunno.' was the reply of the
Ί guess the kid
every bit of the nutriment that your food plain looking man.
contains is assimilated and appropriated knows what he's about.
He's got a
A.
F.
Sold
tissues.
the
and
blood
by
by
pretty good cXitch on the handle of the
ShurtlefT & Co.
pitcher. He'll hang on to it all right.'
"
'Bet you five he drops it before he
She—"The milliner told me that she
had boon down to the dontist's to have a reaches Seventh avenue,' was the quick
killed." He—"Well, from the response of the man with the sporty
nerve
prices she asks for lier hats, I should say look.
the dentist must have killed the wrong
"
Ί guess I'll take that be1 answered
one."
the plain looking man, and he produced
The sporty looking citizen
his wad.
CATARRH AND HAY FEVER.
peeled a V from his roll and both men
is
Halm
Cream
quite
becoming
Liquid
their money with the uniformed
as popular in many localities as Ely's put up
outside the
Cream Balm solid. It is prepared for carriage opener stationed
Then they took up the
use in atomizers, and is highly prized by Marlborough.
those who have been accustomed to call Jog together toward Seventh avenue to
still
upon physicians for such a treatment. keep an eye on the boy, who was
Many physicians are using and prescrib- swinging the pitcher wildly. I held
ing it. All the medicinal properties of my ground and watched the proceedthe celebrated Cream Balm are containing. It looked like a pretty good bet
ed in the liquid form, which is 7f> cts. infor the plain looking man until, when
All
tube.
a
druggists,
cluding spraying
was only about ten feet from
the
or by mail.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren the boy
corner of Seventh avenue, the
St., New York.
pitcher flew out of his hand as he was
That some should take real comfort in trying some singularly dillicult piece
a crayon portrait of themselves, is per- of Juggling with it and was dashed
baps not surprising, after all. It is into a hurfdrnl fragments on a doorpleasant to have always at hand the as- step. The sporty looking man and the
surance that we might bo worse-looking
plain looking Individual returned to
than we are.
where I was standing and the former
took the two V's from the stakeholder
A PURGATIVE PLEASURE.
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for biliousness or constipation
you know what a purgative pleasure is.
These famous little pills cleanse the
liver and rid tho system of all bile without producing unpleasant effects. They
do not gripe, sicken or weaken, but give
tone and strength to the tissues and
II. Howell of
W.
organs involved.
rToueton, Tox., says, "No better pill can
be used than Little Early Risers for constipation, sick headache, etc." Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Sho—"Of course, heborod me awfully,
but I don't tbink I showed it. Every
time I yawned I just hid it with my
Ho (trying to be gallant)—
hand."
"Really, I don't see how a hand so small
that is—beastly
could—er—hide—er
weather we're having, isn't it?"
—

HEMORRHAGES-OF

CURED

LUNGS.

with a grin, saying:
"
Ί thought sure I was going to lose
out on that when the kid got so near
Seventh avenue without anything happening to the pitcher.'
"Two days later I was standing
alongside a hotel at the corner of
Eighth avenue and One Hundred and

to do

with a

constantly

aching back.
Every woman
should learn
the cause of
backache
and the cnre.

Doan's

Kidney Pills

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

evrelieve a bad back and cnre it—cnrefrom
disorder,
ery kidney and bladder
backache to diabetes.

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery «took.
not
Steady job, pay weekly, experience
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

143 WashMrs. 0. P. Goodnow, living at
Conn., says:
ington street, New Britain,
1«W,
"I gave a testimonial In December,
Kidney Pills,
touching the merits of Doan's
been
had
I
and In the statement said that
for
bothered with my back and kidneys but
constantly,
over thirteen years, not
In
settled
It
cold
generally
when I caught
lame and sore. Often
my back, making It
was
back
of
my
small
the
the pain through
out. I read
so severe as to make me cry
procured
about Doan's Kidney Pills, andCo.'s
drug
&
some from E. W. Thompson
my
helped
street.
They
Main
etore, on
retime
back Immediately, and In a short
have taken
I
trouble.
the
of
lieved me
during
Doan's Kidney Pills at Intervale
attack of
the last five years, when I felt an
always
backache coming on, and they without
never
I
am
relief.
Instant
brought
them In the house."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
Buf50 cent·:. Γ<· Vr-Mllburn Co.,

Me
HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn,
A. Main Street.
■a

J3

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES !

MAXIM,

P.

W.

nnln St.. South
Mall orders

promptly

Paris,

<*!«·.

flllcd.

Hearts

Oxford.

Which falls of

JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTI-

MONIAL.
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philipsburg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for coughs
and colds in my family but never anything so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
I cannot say too much in praise of it."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.
"What do you regard as the best book
Criticue?"
the year, Mr.
"Well,
(meditatively), probably John D. Rockefeller's bank book."
of

axathre

ftromo Quinine

Core· · Cold in On· Day,

Gripta 2

Dey»

on «very

box. 35c

Mother—"You are at the bottom of
the spelling class again, are you, DoroDorothy
"Yes,
mummy."
thy?"
—

Mother—"How did that happen." Doro-1
too many z's in scissors.''

thy—"I got
USED

FOR

PNEUMONIA.

Gus—'The idea of his saying I hnd
money than brains! Quite ridiculous I
Jack—That so?
Gus—Of course. Why, I haven't got
more

a

cent.

Jack—Well?—Philadelphia Ledger.

Your name and address

This Interferes with the action o!
the heart, and in the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. 0. Kaubls, at Nevada, 0., says: I had stomach
trouble and was In s bad state as I had heart trouble
With It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about fool
Booths snd It cured me.

Kodol Digests What Yon Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervoul
strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2H times the trid
size, which sells for 50c.
Prepared by ■. 0. DeWITT * 00., OHIOAOO
Sol<l

by F. A. ShurtleffΛ Co.

on

a

postal

card

to

THE

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, «ill

bring

heart.

you free

sample

copy.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Iiural Free Delivery Carrier
to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
news of the world at a very small cost.
with all

GOOD

is a

metropolitan
a daily,

good as
brings it

AS
A

important
regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The

DAILY

your

own

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Both Papers One Year ior $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Semi your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWTRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
YORK
bring you

free

a

sample

copy.

RA ΝUJÎ

QUAKER
COMPOUND INTEREST
The trouble with most advertisers is that they expect immediate returns of large proportions. One prominent advertiser
illustrates the principle of advertising in this way:
money expended (or
advertising 1· the name m
The
If placed at lntereat.
profit· from the advertlalnff
are virtually the Interest on
"The

nickel rails in. the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

the Investment.

"The sums spent for advertising
properly chargeable to cap-

to

are

ital account because the resulting good will is something that

mined by the skill with which

the Investment Is made.
"Just ae the

quickest

.

Week at

Variety Store Norway.

way to

increase invested wealth Is by
compounding the interest, just so

1

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

the quickest way to realize results from advertising is to com-

pound

50 CtS

D0W"

put

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

value of the investment
"The rate of interest is deter-

they

as

remove

on

has value, which, if the advertising has been properly done,
can usually be sold for the face

the returns."—Advertising

quantity desired.

In any

Experience.
Advertisers get good returns
the amount Invested in
columns. We reach the

LOAD

CAR

on

our

people.

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

A

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
3V. B.

BBRLillV AND OORHAM,

"I devoted a great deal of thought to
It"
"Yes, that's a mistake young men
You put thoughts
arc apt to make.
Into your speeches Instead of telling
the audience stories."
Errn at That.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

perfect digestion ferments and

perience.

yes, I refused him. I
want a man who has known sorrow and
acquired wisdom." Edith—"Rut, my
dear, he would have very soon filled that
bill if you had accepted him."

Gladys—"Ah,

Both Papers One Year ior Only $2.00.

■wells the stomach, puffing it up against the

boy with the pitcher.
THE
"
'What infernal whelps most boys
nre, anyway!' he said to me in precisely

were

in an attractive manner.
The regular price is *1.00 per year, but we will receive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

covers

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
one hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when It was simple Indigestion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach

throe feet to the left of me and leaning
un 'L' stanchion, was the sporty
lie blinked lazily at me
man.
when he saw thut I had observed the

was

ie a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmer*
and their families, and stands at the head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farinent,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it

WeaK

UK"Inst
looking

were

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

MOST
LIBERAL
OFFER
OF
THE
YEAR.

stores:
falo. Ν. V.

&

99

Mention this paper.

street in Harlem, waitlug
for a downtown electric car, when I
saw that selfsame youngster, with the
identical kitchen apprentice's toggery,
going along Eighth avenue, again wildly swinging a pitcher. Then I cast

"
'Just about,' said I.
confined to my
"
'Well,' he said good naturedly. 'then
unable
to
bed and physicians
give
smash
me any relief.
My doctor finally pre- I'll bet you η V that he doesn't
scribed Foley's Kidney Cure which It before he reaches the next corner.'
"
'You're on,' said I, and we put up
made a well man of me." F. A. Shurtleff A Co., South Taris. Orin Stevens, our five spots with the news dealer on
Oxford.
the corner.
"
'This,' said I to myself as I fell Into
What a summer shirt waist doesn't
step with the sporty looking man, 'Is
show isn't there to show.
like wheedling gran'ma out of a nickel
The Suitor—"I called at your house for cookies. There's no way that this
last evening, as a gentleman should, and
crafty con man can pass the tip to that
I must say it was not pleasant to be
kid not to drop that pitcher, according
kicked out of the house " The Parent—
to the usual frame up, without my getwas
mine."
the
pleasure
"No;
ting next to the dodge and calling him
DISTRESS AFTER EATING CURED. down on it I think 1 see a new five
dollar hat for myself this afternoon.'
Judge W. T. Uolland of Greensburg,
"My reflections along this pleasant
La., who is well and favorably known,
The
says: "Two years ago I suffered greatly line, however, were Interrupted.
After eating, great toy was already crossing the street,
from indigestion.
distress would invariably result, lasting still swinging the pitcher wildly and
for an hour or so and my nights were
whistling merrily. lie reached the othrestless. I concluded to try Kodol Dys- er side and went
right along his way,
it
me
and
cured
entirely.
pepsia Cure
tremendous chances with the
|aking
and
is
Now my sleep
digestion
refreshing
and whistling with all the ferperfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. pitcher
vor of youth, and I had lost.
Mistress (greatly scandalized)—"Is it
"How had the sporty looking man
possible, Mary, you are making bread passed the signal to the kid not to drop
washed
hands?"
without having
your
the pitcher on that occasion? I give It
New Kitchen Girl—"Lor', what's the
up. I didn't stop to inquire of him. 1
difference, mum? It's brown bread."
felt too cheap to stop for any purpose
DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP*nER. whatever, but swung on board the
"I had kidney trouble for years," dow'ntown surface car with a whole
writes Mrs. Raymond Connor of Shelton, lot of the kinks of conceit combed out
Wash., "and the doctors could not help of me."—Pittshunr Press.
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure and
me.
Speech making.
the very first dose gave me relief and I
I cannot say too much
"What do you think of my speech?'
am now cured.
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurt- said the nsplring young orator.
leff A Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,
"Not bad," wild the cold man of ex-

J

woman

housework—
to attend to
daily duties

Twenty-fifth

"Sevoral years since my lungs were so the same words and the same tone he
badly affected that I had many hemor- had used in making the remark a courhages," writes A. M. Ake of Wood,
of days before to the plain looking
Ind. "I took treatment with several ple
'Now, Just
man who had lost his V.
physicians without any benefit. I then
started to take Foley's noney and Tar look at that cub fooling with that
and my lungs are now assornd as^i bul- pitcher. It's a cinch that he'll drop It
let. I recommend it in advanced stages and smash it to smithereens before he
of lung trouble." F. A. Shurtleff & reaches the next corner.'
"
Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
'What u foxy way this fellow has
of making a living!' I mused. 'But I'll
A gentleman was complimenting a
him a little run for his money,
pretty young lady in the presence of his Just give
wife. "It's lucky I did not meet Miss bo I will.'
"
'That's the betting end of it,' I said
Hopkinifbefore I married yon, my dear."
"Well, yes; it is extremely—for her," nloud to the sporty looking man, 'that
was the rejoinder.
I'd be willing to take myself.'
"
'Oh, well,' he replied laughingly,
FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE.
'any old thing to pass the time away.
"I had kidney trouble so bad," says J. It's about an even
thing one way ot the
J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I could
I suppose.'
other,
swollen to im-

A NEW

Hard far any

a

she answered.

Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
says, "I have used Foley's Honey and
STOPS THE COUGH
in three very severe cases of pneuA good quality of finishing braid Tar
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
the popular fagoting, alternat- monia with good results in every case."
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure joined by
with tucks or insertion, makes neat Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff &
a cold in one day. No Core, no Par. ed
Co., South Parla. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
yokes.—Good Housekeeping.
Prioeûô oent*.
,

Waauukcr

and after you have

Take it,
afternoon's "forty winks."
and your renewed strength will show in not work, my feet
A half-hour's mense size and I
a freshened complexion.

ness.

—

are

Don't attempt repair and preserva-

Title.

Nell—lie wrote a lovely poem to Mabel.
Fred—I know, but she got mud und
tore it up.
Nell—The Idea! Why?
Fred—lie headed It "Lines on Mabel's Face."—Illustrated Bits.

She—Because there is so little com-

—

Forty.

to old to do this,
too old to do that. You arc always as
feel.
People grow old by
young as you
thinking themselves old.
Don't think you are too old to be
young. Livo a young life, which has a
tendency to keep up youthful looks.
Woman, while not being kittenish or a
"bud" need never be old in her ways.
Don't think that you are forbidden to
think of your looks, or to attend to your
appearance, because you happen to be
thirty. Balzac has said that a woman of
thirty is at hor most fascinating and
dangerous age—that is, dangerous to the
hearts of men.
Don't mako a mistake about it—to be
young, to be in the first, faint ilush of
youth, is no longer the fashion. The
fashionable age for a successful society
woman is between thirty and forty.
Don't however go on the housetop and
proclaim to the world that you are forty
and glad of it.

Don't think you

No. 2<>5—Il I dill*· merer.
First Is In wafer. but nut in cracker;
Second is In ch;:lr, but n >t In stool;
Third Is In hot. but not In cold;
Fourth Is In meat, but not In tlsh;
Fifth Is In beer. but not In ale;
Whole Is something that wo always need.

L. M. TUFTS,

Records, Blanks, Horns, and SALESMEN WANTED

I3azar.

A Belle at

Mouldings 'JjL

Nichols St.,

are

I Harper's

Satisfaction Guaranteed,

A LOW PRICE

ο

\<». 2CU.—A

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

application.

ο

9

vour;

in

on

ο

two

ujing

High Grade Portrait

Catalogues sent

ο

Picture Frames

&

Ν. H.

0

6

THE TRUE "L F." MEDICINE ACTS GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, AND LEAVES ONLY
6000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE

FOR

-

0

nett, WeatFaroungton,
Me.

W. H. Winchester,

Berlin,

ο

be too highly
praiaed."—Fred J. Ben-

NORWAY.

Supplies.

ο

never

MASONIC BLOCK,

HEADQUARTERS

after

5

ο

0

0

bottle·, I *11 perfectly
well. Itiaaltoaapriuf
medicine which cannot
be equaled, and can

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone Connection.

"I fcel It my duty to
fxprtu my gratitude to
you for til· benefit I
nave received and am
now
receiving from
•L. r: Atwooif· Medicine. Three year» ago
1 waa MTenly troubled
with liver complaint
It wu impcttible for
me to partake of the
lighteat food without
dutrea», At laat I »u
athriaed by a friend to
try L. F' Medicine;
and

8

after song; from 7 to 8. stretched;
from 7 to 9. a pronoun; from 8 to 10,
to raise; from 1» to 10, a decree; from
3 to 7. to repos»» on a seat; from 4 to 8,
a river of Scotland; from G to 10, to do

THE TRUE "L F." DID IT

about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

boys

a

1,

South Paris, Me.

Boys Wanted
who

These horses have
through the winter

W.J Wheeler,

o

ο

work

pairs of large

ο

ο

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

u

Several

No. 203.—Box Punie.

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several

bands of taffeta, or rows of black
can be used, and a transformation accomplished.
Black, very dark
blue, and brown are the three most
economical colors to choose from, and
to
any one of the three may be made
look like new the second season by a
change in trimmings.
Brown has the great disadvantage that
unless a rather light shade of color is
selected, the coat will not look well with
other gowns: however, this year there
are several sbades to choose from that
look well with other colore.
Colored linens, as well as white, are
canvery much used, and the weave of
vas or basket cloth, which in reality is
linen, quite heavy and without any finish,
is very good. This is trimmed with
bands of lace insertion of a heavy quality
or with bias bands of linen of a contrasting color with an edge of white,
also of linen. These bands sometimes
strap the entire skirt from waist to hom,
and are also on the blouse waist.
There are flounced linen skirts with a
scalloped edge and an embroidered polka
dot that are severely simple and yet vory
smart, while of course the embroidered
linens of all kinds that have been worn
all summer again make their appearance,
linen, in fact, being the most useful material for general wear.
Some charmingly dainty new handmade lingerie is being ehown, and in
this line is a field for homework for the
woman who loves pretty things, but cannot afford to pay the high prices asked
for such articles in -^he shops. Pale
blue, pale pink and cream white batiste
are used in these garments as well as the
has inpure white. A set in pale blue
crustations and edgings of Valenciennes
lace.
The chemise as well as the other garments is about semicircular in shape, a
bias seam running down the back. The
material is cut away under the lace
trimmings. Just above the bust the
chemise has a tiny dart on each side
taken in under the lace to adjust the
neck opening perfectly to the figure.
Valenciennes and other imitation laces
are used on these garments.
First mourning is, or should be, of
Conservative people do
somber black.
not believe even in crepe, which has a
luster, but choose the old-fashioued
bombazine, Henrietta cloth, or any material which is absolutely lusterless.
The fashion of the gown, if intended
for the house, must be as simple as
possible, the only trimming being bias
bands of the material. For street wear
dull-faced cloth is worn, the only trimming on the skirt being bands of tho

ribbon

poem.
10. A great Italian poet
11. An Athenian general and statesman who lived In the most famous
times of Greek history.

Give* Relief at one·.
It cleanses, soothes ]
«ml heals the diseased 1

A NEAT BUNKO GAME

A Schcme Thai
by my side I could sail on forever."
Early Autumn Fashions.
UellinB Went and Gave No Clew
"Yes?" she querird.
αχ to How the Tip W«a Pa«ed to
"Yes," ho affirmed, "forever. Will
Elaborately trimmed gowns are to be
Break or Sot to Break the Jiff.
avoided, also brilliant colors and marked- you, dearost?"
"On one condition," she replied. "I
ly original novelty goods. When a cos"It's η good thing for us, I euppoee,
tume has to be worn for two or three am a cautious girl and do not wish to be
whenever we get it all settled and
seasons, it is a great mistake to choose over-hasty. But I will let you make the that
we're too
anything that is in the least conspicuous. test, and when the test is made and you urningod In our minds that
Dark colors are best, a light gray or tan say it is successful, I will go with you." everlastingly bright and crafty to be
"And the test, love?" he cried.
and a simple design. If in the second
'done' by anybody we usually get a fall
"You take a boat and sail on forever, that takes the perkiness out of us," said
season a gown looks
shabby, braid,
velvet
sailed on forever tell

2rtt.—Primal Arroalle.
A very eminent and favorite writer
of fiction both in prose and In verse.
It has been said of him—
îlo.

He sings and. lo, Romance
Starts from her magic urn.
And Chivalry'· bright lance
And nodding plumes return.

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

Condition.

On One

They were sitting on the san^s, side
by side, looking over the ocean.
"How peaceful it looks!"
"Yes," said she, "but how very wet!"
"True," he observed, "and yet how
calm and restful it appears! With you

FO«r ΝΑ LE.

CARRIAGE

large stock of

Express Wagon,
heavy Harness

PAINTING.

I have a
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

new

Having just built

work

on

shop

on

prepared

and

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7t octave, almost new

F. E.

for9l85.

one

South Paris.

near

CnrrlAKM. Heighe. Signs

case,

light and

C. G. CURTIS,

Nichols Street, I
to do first-class
all kinds of

my residence

am now

a new

one

Furniture.

Kimball,

Eastern Steamship Company.
PORTLAND

DIVISION.

To th· Sea Coast and IaUrior H«*ort* of
Riw England.
ADDITIONAL·

MIKDAT 8KHVICK.

Commencing Monday, June S,

Franklin
leave
steamers
1903,
One walnut case Poole piano, almost I
and India Wharf,
Wharf,
Portland,
worth
|250.
South Paris, Me.
new, for $900,
Boston, daily, Sundays included, at
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
Rocker—Well, aren't we always raleJ
worth
$300.
7 P. M.
walnut case, for $330,
lng her salary? -Harper's Bazar.
F. Liscomb, Agent, Portland,
I have a nice oak case organ at RumMe.
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a I
Purely Ornamental.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
Charlie—How In the world, Gawge, great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.
Co you manage to see with that single
of Hebron Academy
Term
Fall
The
Paris, almost new, for $53
eyeglass of yours?
Manager.
will open
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
General offices Foster's Wharf,
Gawge—My dear fellah, I see with
for
in
nice
$43
condition,
fhe other eye.—San Francisco Wasp.
stops,
Boston, Mass.
1903.
I
six
&
One second hand Dyer
Hughes,
The Twin·.
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
The expenses of a term are now as low
for
$63.
» before the present splendid equipment
"Faith, Mrs. O'llara, how d' ye till that cost #125,
DO YOU WANT it?
A I
$50.00 to $55.00 will
thlm twins uparrt?"
One second band square piano, a nice was completed.
WK ARK NEVKR OUT.
weeks.
twelve
of
a
terra
for
bills
pay all
"Aw. 't is alsy—I etlcks ine finger In one, for $113, worth »140.
or telephone to us will bring
are able to Λ postal
students
self
boarding,
By
Dlnnls' mouth, an' If he bites I know
a supply promptly.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
reduce expenses to a rate within the you
It's Molke."— Harvard Lampoon.
neans of any ambitious boy or girl.
Write the principal for catalogue or
MOUTH PARI·. NK
Have a heart that never hardens, a
further information.
Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Coal,
Ice,
a
and
touch
tires
never
ΜΘ·
that
BILL
Me.
BLOCK,
temper
W. E. SARGENT, Prin., Hebron,
Sand, *0.
that never hurts.—Charles Dlckena.
1908.
lilac.
Come· Ilitch.

Knlcker
teacher.

—

Experience

is

the

beet

1801 Hebron Academy. 1903.

J.

Tuesday, Sept. 8,

j

vV/rVL

A. W

W. J. Wheeler,

kith Paris,

ΓαΙχ,

(

WALKER &

SON,

